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ABSTRACT

This paper offers an explanation for a cross-linguistically recurring conspiracy of causative
and reflexive morphology in the morphosyntax and semantics of constructions correspond-
ing in many ways to English-type passives. With particular emphasis on French and
Germanic, but also including discussion of the facts of Hungarian and East Asian languages,
the paper presents a unified analysis in which the configurational syntax of predication plays
the leading role.

1 The explanandum

The goal of this paper is to explain how causative (CAUS) and reflexive (SE) morphology conspire
in the morphosyntax and semantics of passive constructions of the type in (1) (with causative faire
and -(t)At) and (2) (with permissive lassen and låta).1

(1) a. il s’ est fait tuer (French)

he SE is made kill
‘he was killed’

b. a levél megír-at-ik (Hungarian)

the letter write-CAUS-SE

‘the letter is being written’

(2) a. boken låter sig (lätt) läsas (Swedish)

book.the lets SE easy read.S-PASS

‘the book can be read, reads easily’
b. das Buch lässt sich (leicht) lesen (German)

the book lets SE easy read
‘the book can be read, reads easily’

1 While (2) is a minimal pair, the French/Hungarian couple in (1) involve entirely disparate lexical choices. In
French, the se faire passive generally prefers animate subjects, while in present-day Hungarian the -(t)At-ik passive seems
best with inanimate subjects. But (i) is an attested example similar to (1a) (from a piece by the journalist Dániel Bihari
published on the website 24.hu on 22 January 2012; https://24.hu/belfold/2012/01/22/almosnak-koszonhetjuk-
magyarorszagot/). The reason why we did not juxtapose (i) to French (1a) is that (i) is a past-tense example, and in the
past tense the -ik that is characteristic of the -(t)At-ik passive does not show up. (Its absence from past-tense forms is a
perfectly general fact about the distribution of -ik, not particular to the -(t)At-ik passive; see Den Dikken 2019b for an
explanation.)

(i) Álmos pedig megöltetett, nem léphetett ugyanis Pannónia földjére
Álmos however kill.CAUS.PST not enter.POT.PST thus Pannonia land.POSS.TRANSL

‘but Álmos was killed, so he couldn’t enter into the land of Pannonia’
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Old Hungarian had a productive passive (shown, with Modern Hungarian words, in (1b))
whose morphology combines the suffixes -(t)At and -ik, the former found elsewhere in the language
in morphological causatives and the latter serving as a reflexive marker also found on unaccusative
verbs (es-ik ‘fall’; see Den Dikken 2019b). No longer productive, -(t)At-ik passives are found sporad-
ically in present-day Hungarian, not just in frozen expressions (szül-et-ik ‘bear-CAUS-SE, be born’).2

In featuring both causative and reflexive morphology, the (Old) Hungarian -(t)At-ik passive in (1b)
is morphosyntactically like the se faire passive of French (see (1a); Koenig & Pederson 1992,
Labelle 2002, 2013), and the sich lassen medio-passive of Germanic in (2) (see Pitteroff 2014 for
recent discussion and references). These CAUS+SE passives stand in the wider context of passives
involving causative morphemes (incl. English get and Korean -i/hi/li/ki) as well as Japanese -(r)are
and Chinese bei constructions, which we will take a look at in section 8.

We will approach the problem posed by (1) and (2) by starting out from a discussion of the
syntax of CAUS (section 2). We then address the syntax of SE (section 3), following in the footsteps
of Den Dikken (2019b). Subsequently, we will put the syntaxes of CAUS and SE together to forge an
analysis of the CAUS+SE passive, in sections 4 and 5. Section 6 looks at dispositional CAUS+SE

mediopassives of the Germanic type (2), and section 7 offers a brief note on acquisition of passives.
Section 8 then looks at the bigger picture, and section 9 concludes with a note on (non)productivity.

2 The syntax of CAUS

Before we can embark on the analysis of CAUS+SE constructions, we need to be explicit about the
structure of ‘bare’ causatives and permissives in the languages under discussion. The examples in
(3)–(4) (from French) and (5)–(6) (from Hungarian) will serve as a convenient guide.

(3) a. le professeur fait écrire la lettre aux étudiants (French)

the teacher makes write the letter to.the students
‘the teacher has the students write the letter’

aN. le professeur fait écrire la lettre par les étudiants
the teacher makes write the letter by the students
‘the teacher has the letter written by the students’

b. le professeur fait écrire la lettre
the teacher makes write the letter
‘the teacher has some unspecified person(s) write the letter, has the letter written’

(4) a. le professeur laisse écrire la lettre aux étudiants
the teacher lets write the letter to.the students
‘the teacher lets the students write the letter’

aN. le professeur laisse écrire la lettre par les étudiants
the teacher lets write the letter by the students
‘the teacher allows the letter to be written by the students’

2 An example spotted recently in a daily newspaper is the following: évente mindössze 30–50 üzlet köt-tet-ik
‘annually altogether 30–50 deals are made’ (Népszava, 22 Dec 2018).
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         VP

    V  RP
 faire
laisser        PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

    écrire la lettre           OBL

           par          les étudiants

b. le professeur laisse écrire la lettre
the teacher lets write the letter
‘the teacher lets some unspecified person(s) write the letter, allows the letter to be written’

(5) a. a tanár megír-at-ja a levelet a diákokkal (Hungarian)

the teacher write-CAUS-3SG.DEF the letter.ACC the students.INST 
‘the teacher has the students write the letter’

b. a tanár megír-at-ja a levelet
the teacher write-CAUS-3SG.DEF the letter.ACC

‘the teacher has some unspecified person(s) write the letter, has the letter written’

(6) a. a tanár hagy-ja megírni a levelet a diákoknak
the teacher let-3SG.DEF write.INF the letter.ACC the students.DAT 
‘the teacher lets the students write the letter’

b. a tanár hagy-ja megírni a levelet
the teacher let-3SG.DEF write.INF the letter.ACC

‘the teacher lets some unspecified person(s) write the letter, allows the letter to be written’

The French example in (3a) represents the faire-à causative, in which the causee is contained in an
oblique PP. In French, the causee in faire-à constructions with a transitive verb is dative (à is the
dative P) both in causatives (3a) and permissives (4a). In Hungarian, the -(t)At causative (5a) and the
hagy permissive (6a) differ with respect to the case of the subject of the embedded predicate: instru-
mental case in causative (5a), and dative case in permissive (6a). From all these examples, the
causee/permissee is omissible, as shown by the b–examples. The sentences in (3aN) and (4aN) feature
the causee/permissee in a by-phrase, as in the periphrastic passive (see (7)).3

(7) la lettre a été écrite par les étudiants (French)

the letter has been written.F.SG by the students
‘the letter was written by the students’

We advocate a syntax for these causative faire-à and faire-par constructions and passives in
terms of the syntax of predication advanced in Den Dikken (2006). In French/Hungarian-type
causatives and permissives, the matrix verb takes as its complement a bare predication structure (a
‘small clause’ or RELATOR phrase, RP) — more particularly, one in which the predicate asym-
metrically c-commands its subject (a case of reverse predication), illustrated in (8).

(8) a.

3 Hungarian does not have a productive periphrastic passive (De Groot xxxx).
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         VP

    V  RP
-(t)At
hagy        PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

 megír(ni) a levelet           OBL

                        a diákok

b.

The head of the predicate in SpecRP is spelled out as the bare stem of the verb when it
amalgamates with the matrix verb (probably postsyntactically), as in the Hungarian -(t)At causatives
in (5). When such incorporation does not take place (because the matrix V is not affixal but a free-
standing verb), the lower verb is realised as an infinitive (écrire in (3)–(4), megírni in (6)); but the
realisation of infinitival morphology (-re, -ni) does not signal the presence of functional structure
associated with the lower verb. The causativised verb is not associated with any extended projection:
the causativised verb accepts no sentential negation, and has its object depend on the matrix verb for
its case licensing. That the object of the lower verb receives accusative case from the matrix verb
is shown in Hungarian by the fact that the matrix verb controls definiteness agreement with this
object; and in both French and Hungarian, when the object of the lower verb is a clitic (la in French
(9); -l in Hungarian (10) — on the latter, see Den Dikken 2004, 2018), it cannot attach to the
infinitive because the infinitive provides no host for the clitic: it must instead ‘climb’ up to the
matrix verb.

(9) a. il la fait écrire (à/par Jean) (French)

he CL makes write to/by Jean
‘he makes Jean write it (i.e., the letter)’

b. il la laisse écrire (à/par Jean)
he CL makes write to/by Jean
‘he lets Jean write it (i.e., the letter)’

(10) kirúg-at-ta-l-ak téged (Hungarian)

fire-CAUS-PST-CL-1SG you.ACC

‘I made some unspecified person(s) fire you’

Because the matrix verb is engaged in case-licensing the object, the subject of the lower verb
(the ‘causee’) in transitive causatives and permissives cannot be dependent on the matrix verb for
its case. In faire/laisser-à constructions, it is realised with an oblique case, which can be attributed
to the RELATOR of the reverse predication structure in the complement of the matrix verb (see Den
Dikken 2006 on dative à in French causatives and permissives).

Alternatively, the subject of the embedded verb can be realised in a by-phrase. Den Dikken
(2006, 2019a) argues that periphrastic passives such as (7)  have a syntax involving reverse predi-
cation, with the subject of predication in the complement of the RELATOR and the participial predi-
cate in the specifier position of RP, as in (11), where, in French (7), the RELATOR is realised as par.
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         TP

   DP                             T  RP
     
       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

            par

         VP

    V  RP

       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

       V   OBJECT            Init   IMPAgent

         VP

    V  RP

       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

              V           Asp  Theme

(11)

With the RP of (11) embedded directly under the matrix verb, we obtain a syntax for faire/laisser-
par causatives and permissives that structurally looks very much like that of faire/laisser-à construc-
tions: again the subject is engaged in a reverse predication relation with the causativised VP. The
difference between faire-à and faire-par causatives lies in the realisation of the RELATOR — as OBL

or as by. Though the voice of the predicate in SpecRP may be different in faire-à and faire-par con-
structions, such a difference is not formally marked on the head of the predicate. We leave this open.

The examples in (3)–(6) indicate that it is not obligatory to express the causee/permissee
overtly in causative/permissive constructions of the faire-à and faire-par types. When no causee is
overtly expressed, two analytical options present themselves. One is for the matrix verb to take the
same RP complement as in (8) except for the fact that the subject of predication is a silent category
representing an implicit causee (IMP, probably an instance of pro; see Alexiadou et al. 2018:413 for
arguments against identifying the implicit external argument of passives as PRO), as in (12a). Alter-
natively, the predication relation established in the complement of CAUS could involve a smaller
predicate and, concomitantly, a subject of predication with a different thematic role. This is illustrat-
ed in (12b), where the predicate in SpecRP (containing just the verb) is predicated of the theme: the
theme, like the agent, is a subject of predication; the difference between agents and themes lies in
(a) the size of the predicate and (b) the nature of the RELATOR of the predication relationship. In the
case of the theme-of relation, the head that serves as the RELATOR of the predication relation is Asp:
on the link between themehood and event aspect (‘measuring out the event’), see Tenny (1994) and
much work in its wake. In the case of the agent-of relation, the RELATOR is Ramchand’s (2008) Init.

(12) a.

b.
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         TP

   DP                             T  RP
     
       PREDICATE   RN

VPi

R SUBJECT

                   Asp      SEi

The RP portion of the structure in (12a) is identical with the syntax of by-phrase-less passives
presented in Den Dikken (2019a), and may therefore be the most suitable for the causee-less versions
of faire-par causatives. In the structure in (12b), the lower verb, though semantically agentive, is not
predicated of an agent directly; instead, it joins forces with the matrix verb to form a complex
predicate (‘clause union’, ‘restructuring’) whose subject is the causer/permitter. The two structures
in (12a) and (12b) are both structurally well-formed, and probably both exist.4

3 The syntax of SE

Analyses for reflexive clitics and their functions abound in the generative literature, with many
approaches admitting, alongside thematic construals, also non-thematic uses for these elements (e.g.,
as valency reducers, voice heads). Our take on reflexive clitics (to which we will refer collectively
as SE) is a maximally unified one, following seminal work by Kayne (1988), Cinque (1988) and
Pesetsky (1995), recently applied to various ‘non-canonical’ uses of SE in Den Dikken (2019b).

The central hypothesis of Den Dikken (2019b) is that SE is uniformly a subject of predication
— more particularly, the subject of a reverse (predicate-as-specifier) predication structure. Thus, the
external argument of VP in a SE-construction finds itself in the same structural configuration as the
(implicit or explicit) ‘causee’ of faire-infinitive causatives, and the (implicit or explicit) external
argument of the passive.

3.1 Anticausative SE

For unaccusative/anticausative SE (‘se-neutre’, neutral se) constructions of the type in (13a), this
delivers a syntax in which the reverse predication structure (RP) is the complement of T, as in (13b).

(13) a. le verre s’ est brisé (French)

the glass SE is broken
‘the glass broke’

b.

4 Pitteroff (2014:79ff.) argues that for German causee-less lassen constructions (which he calls ‘lassen passives’),
a structure in which no causee is represented in the complement of the matrix verb (advocated by Grewendorf 1983,
Gunkel 2003, and Enzinger 2010 for German, Burzio 1986 for Italian, Lundin 2003 for Swedish, Taraldsen 1983 for
Norwegian, Vikner 1987 and Engels & Vikner 2013 for Danish, and Wood 2011 for Icelandic) is incorrect, and that the
lower verb in causee-less lassen causatives is an infinitival passive. For Dutch, there are indications, however, that in
the absence of an overt causee we cannot always be dealing with a passive configuration embedded under the causative
verb: the grammaticality of hij laat weten dat S ‘he lets (people) know that S’ and hij laat zich (niet) kennen ‘(lit.) he lets
himself (not) know, i.e., he (doesn’t) give(s) up easily’, with verbs that resist passivisation (*het wordt geweten ‘it is
known’, *hij wordt gekend ‘he is known’), suggests that (12a) is not the only candidate for causee-less causatives.
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In (13b), the root–VP of briser ‘break’ is predicated of the clitic SE with the help of Asp, the
RELATOR. This makes the clitic the theme argument of the verb. Semantically, the clitic SE is
associated with the event denoted by the VP (whence the coindexation), which is said to come about
(all) by itself (‘anticausative’). Morphosyntactically, SE requires a local nominal antecedent. The
event-denoting predicate with which SE is semantically coindexed in (13b)  cannot be this linguistic
antecedent: the bare VP in SpecRP c-commands SE but is not nominal. So SE is morphosyntactically
associated with the DP in the structural subject position (SpecTP), with which SE agrees in ö-
features.5 Being referentially and featurally dependent, SE does not fully saturate the predication re-
lation established in the RP in (13b). Hence, this RP can in turn be predicated, with T as the
RELATOR, of the subject in SpecTP. No new thematic relationship is introduced hereby: SE and DP
find themselves in the extended projection of one and the same monovalent lexical root; and T
(unlike Asp or Init) is not ‘predisposed’ towards any particular thematic relationship between its two
relata. The subject in SpecTP thus bears the same thematic relation to the event as the reflexive clitic
SE: it is the theme of the breaking event.

In (13b), the clitic SE is associated to its predicate via the RELATOR Asp, as is typically the
case in unaccusative/anticausative SE constructions. But there is no a priori restriction on the roles
that SE can fulfil as subject of a reverse predication relation: it should be perfectly legitimate for SE

to be related to its predicate by Init or by Appl (Pylkkänen 2008), the latter the RELATOR of predi-
cation relations involving an indirect object. Indeed, these possibilities materialise, as we will show
in the next two subsections.

3.2 Dative SE

For the case in which Appl serves as the RELATOR of the clitic SE and its predicate, it is not difficult
to find examples. Consider the ones in (14). In (14a), the predicate is the VP (containing the object),
as it is in the case of (13b): making the cake/meal is for his own benefit. In (14b), the clitic SE has
a direct relationship with the direct object: the event of giving causes him to have a book.

(14) a. il s’ est fait un gâteau/repas (French)

he SE is made a cake/meal
‘he made himself a cake/meal’

b. il s’ est donné/offert un livre
he SE is given/offered a book
‘he gave himself a book’

3.3 Inherent-reflexive SE and middle SE

One example of the case in which Init is the RELATOR of the clitic SE and its predicate involves
‘inherently reflexive’ verbs of the type illustrated in (15a), featuring what the literature on French
has called ‘intrinsic se’.

5 When the event-denoting predicate is explicitly nominalised, it does have the featural wherewithal to serve as
the antecedent for SE. This explains the pattern in (i).

(i) a. he fell (all) by himself [his fall(ing)] happened/occurred all by itself
b. you fell (all) by yourself [your fall(ing)] happened/occurred all by itself
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(15) a. il s’ est bien conduit/comporté (French)

he SE is well behaved
‘he behaved himself well’

b. [TP ili [T=est [RP [conduit/comporté] [RN RELATOR=Init [SEi]]]]]

In (15) the reflexive clitic represents the external argument of the verb, and is introduced as the sub-
ject of predication for the verb with the help of Init as the RELATOR. Due to the fact that SE is a non-
referential variable, the predication relation between the verb’s projection and SE is not fully
saturated; the RP within which this predication relation is established can therefore be predicated of
the subject in SpecTP.6

Another case of SE as the subject of a reverse predication mediated by Init is middle SE (‘se-
moyen’), illustrated in (16a). Van Oosten (1977), Keyser & Roeper (1984), Fujita (1994) and others
have noted that middles always semantically involve an implicit agent, and always alternate with
agentive causatives. This is equally true for ‘bare’ middles of the English type (*snakes fear easily,
*Donald hates easily) and SE middles of the French type (*un serpent se craint facilement ‘a snake
fears easily’, *Donald se haït facilement ‘Donald hates easily’; cf. also Fellbaum & Zribi-Hertz’s
1989:6 example *les épinards, ça se déteste facilement ‘spinach detests easily’).

(16) a. ce livre se lit facilement (French)

this book SE reads easily
‘this book reads easily’

b. [TP ce livrei [T [RP [lit ei] [RN RELATOR=Init [SEi]]]]]

This leads us to conclude that middles imply the involvement of an initiator, which in turn signals
the involvement of Init. But unlike passives, middles do not have the capacity to express the initiator
in any form.7 This is because the term of which the verb is predicated is SE, a non-referential element
which in middles is coindexed with the direct object of the verb (the latter an empty category; see
(16b)). The clitic SE thus effectively ‘suppresses’ the external argument and thereby the agentivity
of the verbal predicate, turning the RP into a stative property predicated of the surface subject (the
theme). This derives the major properties of the middle. (On the modifier requirement (i.e., the fact
that an adverbial such as facilement ‘easily’ is typically present in middles, see section 6, below.)

6 For the English inherent reflexive behave oneself, something along the same lines can be said, except for the
fact that himself is not a clitic, hence stays put in the subject-of-predication position — which follows the verb in the case
of reverse predication. Thus, in behave oneself, the reflexive is not actually the syntactic object of the verb: rather, it is
its subject. In the standard approach to behave oneself, the only position to project the reflexive is the object position,
which is awkward in light of the fact that behave is entirely incapable of taking objects of any kind. On our approach to
inherent reflexives of this sort, a treatment of the reflexive as the subject of predication (which is semantically much more
plausible than a treatment of the reflexive as the object) is readily reconciled with the linear placement of oneself to the
right of the verb: the complement of the RELATOR (the subject, in a reverse predication structure) follows its specifier.

7 It is true that in this book reads easily the reader of the book can be made linguistically explicit: (i). But note
that this typically involves a for-phrase structurally belonging to the manner modifier and expressing its experiencer.

(i) this book reads easily for/??by a three-year-old
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{  }

         RP

               XP   RN

R      SE

          Asp
         Appl
           Init

3.4 A typology of SE

We thus see all possibilities in (17) come to the fore in the syntax of SE constructions.

(17)

Correlated to the nature of the RELATOR of the predication relationship established in RP is the size
of the predicate: when Asp is the RELATOR, the predicate is a VP; when Init is the RELATOR, the
predicate is a larger verbal extended projection containing the verb’s internal argument(s); and when
the RELATOR is Appl, there is a certain degree of variation with regard to the nature and size of XP:
it can be a nominal constituent (the direct object) or some (extended) projection of the verb. This
interplay between the nature of the RELATOR and the nature and size of the predicate suggests that
it may be possible to argue that only one of these variables needs to be fixed, with the other falling
immediately into place as a function of that. Whether this is feasible, and if so, whether predicate
size or choice of RELATOR is primary, are questions that we need not take a stand on here.

We will see all three incarnations of (17) in action again in the syntax of constructions that
combine CAUS and SE. These are the topic of the next section, at the conclusion of which we can
finally embark on a detailed discussion of CAUS+SE passives.

4 The interplay of CAUS and SE

The inherently reflexive verb s’évanouir ‘faint’, when embedded causative faire, has se dock onto
faire when se represents the causee of the sentence and is coindexed with the causer (il), as in (18b).
But when the causee is not coreferent with the causer, it is no longer possible for the se of évanouir
to be hosted by faire: (18c) is ungrammatical. Instead, évanouir can then either be used without its
attendant reflexive, as in (18d), or se can be attached to infinitival évanouir itself, as in (18e).

(18) a. il s’ évanouit (French)

he SE faints
‘he is fainting’

b. il se fait évanouir
he SE makes faint
‘he makes himself faint’

c. *il se fait évanouir quelqu’un
he SE makes faint someone
intended: ‘he makes someone faint’

d. il fait évanouir quelqu’un
he makes faint someone
‘he makes someone faint’
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         TP

   DP            T  RP

       PREDICATE   RN
VPi

R SUBJECT

        évanouir            Asp      SEi

         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATE   RN
VPi

R SUBJECT

        évanouir                     Asp     SEi

         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATE   RN
VP

R SUBJECT

        évanouir                     Asp
           quelqu’un

e. il fait s’ évanouir quelqu’un
he makes SE faint someone
‘he makes someone faint’

The examples in (18c–e) present three questions: why (18c) is ungrammatical, what legitimates the
mysterious disappearance of intrinsic se in (18d), and how se can end up hosted by the infinitive
under faire, as in (18e). In sections 4.1 and 4.2, we will address these questions.

4.1 The mysterious case of the vanishing SE

To see why (18c) is ungrammatical and how (18d) comes about, consider the structures in (19):

(19) a.

b.

c.

In (19a), the VP of évanouir ‘faint’ is predicated of the reflexive clitic SE. In (19b) and (19c)
as well, this VP is predicated of the element in the complement position of the RELATOR, which
again serves as the verb’s theme. The VP of faire in (19b,c) is predicated of a subject in its own
right, introduced outside its VP (and not depicted here); this subject is interpreted as the causer. The
causer of (19b) is coreferent with the subject of predication of the causativised VP, i.e., SE. In (19c),
it is not. In this latter case, the clitic SE and quelqu’un obviously cannot both fill the subject-of-
predication position; nor can SE originate within the predicate in SpecRP and then hope to climb into
the matrix clause, as in (18c): clitic climbing, being a case of syntactic head movement, cannot
proceed out of the predicate of the reverse predication in (19c).
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Embedded beneath causative faire, therefore, évanouir faces a conundrum whenever the
causee is not coreferent with the subject of the matrix verb (the causer). The output in (18c) is un-
grammatical for syntactic reasons: se cannot be base-generated in the position of the causee (because
quelqu’un claims this slot), nor can it originate within the predicate of the causee and find a host.
One way out of this dilemma is for the inherently reflexive verb to go without its clitic: the structure
in (19c) is syntactically well-formed, and gives rise to the sentence in (18d). The semantic contri-
bution of the reflexive with inherently reflexive verbs is truly minimal (cf. English behave (oneself),
with its optional reflexive), so the interpretability of the output does not suffer from the absence of
se in (18d). Omission of se is thus one way of facing the challenge of constructing a faire causative
based on a SE-verb in which the causer and the causee are not coreferent.8

4.2 Hosting SE within the complement of the causative verb

The alternative is (18e), which on its face is quite remarkable in light of the fact that it is generally
impossible for infinitives embedded under causative faire to host non-reflexive clitics (il les a fait
lire aux enfants ‘he made the children read them’ v. *il a fait les lire aux enfants). The strategy of
having SE hosted by the infinitive embedded under faire, as in (18e), is certainly not available across
the board. As Herschensohn (1996:120, (14)) observes, this yields a perfect result in the case of
intrinsic se (as in (18e)),9 works somewhat less easily with neutral or anticausative se (?le vent a fait
se briser les verres ‘the wind made the glasses break’), and is impossible with middle se (*l’appétit
fait se manger le pain ‘appetite makes bread be eaten’) and psych se (*ces marionnettes font
s’amuser les enfants ‘these marionettes have the children have fun’).

The descriptive generalisation appears to be that when the event embedded under faire comes
about all by itself, SE can be pronounced within the complement of faire. This leads to the conjecture
that the RELATOR of the reverse predication relation can serve as a syntactic host for SE only if SE and
the predicate are coindexed, with the RELATOR mediating this reflexive predication relation.

This can be understood as follows (roughly along the lines of Chomsky’s 1986 proposal of
extended chains in passives). Assume, first of all, that when the clitic finds itself within the comple-
ment of faire, it is hosted by the RELATOR of the reverse predication relation in faire’s complement.10

8 One might ask at this point why verbs such as évanouir would ever bother to participate in (19a) given that the
simpler option of direct predication, as in the RP of (19c), converges. This is tantamount to asking why there exist
inherent reflexives and reflexive anticausatives, a question we are not prepared to answer. All we can offer is a syntactic
explanation for the ‘dropping; of the reflexive clitic when such verbs are causativised in the faire-infinitive construction.

9 Below is a near-minimal pair of attested sentences culled from the internet showing the alternation between
(18d) and (18e) for s’évanouir ‘faint’:

(i) a. il a également une grande tête de cheveux qui a fait évanouir le public dès le premier jour (French)
‘he moreover has a big head of hair that has made the public faint from the first day’

b. le film qui fait s’évanouir le public
‘the movie that makes the public faint’

10 This is strictly speaking a departure from the general hypothesis that SE is uniformly the subject of a reverse
predication structure. It remains true, however, that SE is consistently a participant in a reverse predication structure,
either as the subject or in the RELATOR. (At PF, the clitic gets hosted by the infinitive heading the predicate in SpecRP.)
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The RELATOR is coindexed with its specifier via the Spec–Head relation. Uniqueness of indexation
gets SE and the predicate coindexed whenever the RELATOR hosts SE. From this it falls out that the
RELATOR can only host SE when the SE and the predicate are in a coindexation relation. There is such
a relation in cases in which the event denoted by the SE-verb comes about all by itself (inherent-
reflexive s’évanouir ‘faint’ and anticausative se briser ‘break’), but not in middle se or psych se
constructions. This is what makes faire se briser/évanouir x ‘make x break/faint’ grammatical, and
*faire se manger/amuser x ‘make x eat/have fun’ ill-formed.

4.3 Ambiguity and its limits

With all this in mind, let us return to the French example in (1a), repeated below as (20). In the
introduction of this paper, we capitalised on the passive interpretation of (20), paraphrased in (20a)
— this, after all, is the reading of (20) that we are particularly interested in in this paper. But logic
has it that there should be two further readings as well, both of which differ from (20a) in featuring
the matrix subject as an initiator (causer). The interpretation in (20b) has in common with the passive
reading in (20a) that the subject of the sentence (il ‘he’) is the victim of the killing event; but while
in passive (20a) he is just the undergoer, in (20b) he brought his own killing about by ordering some
unspecified agent to do it. In (20c), he is also bringing the killing event about; but this time around
he is not the victim but the perpetrator, and the victim remains unspecified: tuer in (20c) is used
intransitively (as in he kills for a living or French il tue pour l’argent ‘he kills for (the) money’).
Interestingly, though (20b) is indeed available as an interpretation for il s’est fait tuer, the reading
in (20c) turns out to be extremely difficult, if not downright impossible to get.11

(20) il s’ est fait tuer (= (1a)) (French)

he SE is made kill
a. ‘he was killed’
b. ‘he made some unspecified person(s) kill him’
c. ?*‘he made himself kill some unspecified person(s)’

The problem with (20c) plainly is not some general ban on embedding intransitively used
tuer below causative faire: both la rage l’a fait tuer ‘rage made him kill (unspecified people)’ and
il tue et il fait tuer ‘he kills (unspecified people) and he makes (unspecified people) kill (unspecified
people)’ are perfectly well-formed. The problem with (20c), then, is the construal of the reflexive
clitic as the causee.

11 This is true not just for French but for Dutch as well: see (i). That the c–reading is not incongruous per se is
clear from the fact that it can be made available with the help of the complex anaphor zichzelf as a replacement for zich
— see fn. 12 for brief discussion.

(i) ze laat zich niet fotograferen/opereren (Dutch)
she lets SE not photograph/operate

a. ‘she cannot be photographed/operated on’
‘she is impossible to photograph/operate on’

b. ‘she does not allow people to photograph/operate on her’
‘she does not allow herself to be photographed/operated on’

c. ‘she does not allow herself to take photographs/perform operations’
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         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATEi   RN

R SUBJECT

      tomber/tuer           Asp     SEi

         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

         tuer  ei            Init     SEi

         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATE(i)   RN

R SUBJECT

           tuer            Init     SEi

The questions posed by this example and its two-out-of-three readings are (i) what syntactic
structures the linear string in (20) can correspond to, and (ii) why the logically possible interpretation
in (20c) is apparently impossible to get. We will begin by laying out the syntactic structures for
(20a–c), and then proceed to addressing the cause of the unavailability of reading (20c).

The syntax of the reading in (20b) is most straightforwardly modelled on that of il s’est fait
tomber ‘he made himself fall’, with an anticausative verb embedded below faire. Here we find SE

as the theme of the reverse predication embedded under faire, coreferent with the causer (not
depicted), with Asp as the RELATOR, and with SE and the caused event coindexed:

(21) 6 reading (20b)

The syntax for the reading in (20a), the CAUS+SE passive, is different from (21) in two im-
portant respects. First, the RELATOR of the predication relation involving tuer and SE is Init rather
than Asp. And secondly, the clitic SE is coindexed with the internal argument of the verb, which is
an empty category (recall (16b)). We will return to the details of this structure in section 5.

(22) 6 reading (20a)

For the reading in (20c), one would expect a syntax that shares with (22) the fact that SE,
representing the agent of the embedded predicate and coreferent with the causer, is related to the
predicate projected by tuer by Init, and differs from both (21) and (22) in the fact that SE is not
coindexed with anything within RP — neither the predicate (cf. (21)) nor the object of tuer (cf. (22)).
This is depicted in (23). What is wrong with this structure?

(23) * 6 *reading (20c)
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There are two versions of (23) to consider. When SE is not coindexed with anything in RP,
the non-referential variable SE remains entirely unidentified within RP. This forces RP to be predi-
cated of a higher subject. We see this in inherent-reflexive (15b), where RP is predicated of il in
SpecTP. But to obtain reading (20c) (‘he caused himself to kill’), we would have to predicate RP in
(23) of the initiator of the causative event. This would result in il simultaneously being the subject
of two predication relations: one involving faire and the other the unsaturated RP in (23) as the pred-
icate. Such one-to-many relations between subjects and predicates are illegitimate by the è-Criterion.

A violation of the è-Criterion cannot be averted by coindexing SE with the predicate of RP
in (23): though such coindexation is grammatical when Asp is the RELATOR (see (21), where Asp=
come/go: a falling event can come about all by itself; see also Dutch het vallen ging vanzelf ‘the
falling went of self, i.e., happened by itself’), events cannot initiate themselves. So assignment of
an index ‘i’ to the predicate of RP in (23) is also not an option. This leaves only the possibility of
coindexing SE with the object of tuer — which is grammatical but delivers reading (20a), not (20c).

This account of (20c) leads to a follow-up question.12 Would coreference between the embed-
ded subject of an unergative predicate and the causer be possible in faire-infinitive causatives when
the RELATOR of the embedded predication relation is not Init but something else? Relevant here are
variants of (20c) featuring verbs of involuntary bodily functions, such as vomit or sneeze. In the Indo-
European languages (though by no means universally), these are unergative. But they are not
agentive: vomiting and sneezing are involuntary events which, in themselves, are not under the
volitional control of an agent. We have no proposal to make regarding the nature of the RELATOR of
the predication relation between vomit or sneeze and its subject — but it seems to us clear that this
RELATOR is not plausibly identified as Init. It turns out that faire causatives with verbs from the
involuntary bodily functions set do in fact allow SE to be the subject of the caused event, coindexed
with the causer: examples such as je me suis fait vomir ‘I made myself vomit’ (Kokutani 2005) are
grammatical. We take this to support our conclusion that coindexation of SE and the predicate in (23)
is barred specifically when Init serves as the RELATOR of the predication relation.

12 A second question, relating specifically to a comment we made in fn. 11 about Dutch, is why replacing the
reflexive clitic with a strong reflexive helps make reading (20c) available. Consider the examples in (i):

(i) a. als hij een paar glazen wijn op heeft laat hij zich niet opereren (Dutch)
TPATIENT READING: ‘when he’s had a couple of glasses of wine, he doesn’t let himself be operated on’
*AGENT READING: ‘when he’s had a couple of glasses of wine, he doesn’t let himself perform operations’

b. als hij een paar glazen wijn op heeft laat hij zichzelf niet opereren
TPATIENT READING: ‘when he’s had a couple of glasses of wine, he doesn’t let himself be operated on’
TAGENT READING: ‘when he’s had a couple of glasses of wine, he doesn’t let himself perform operations’

Under causative laten, Dutch allows (at least to a certain extent) French-style reverse predication structures (cf. Jan liet
het aan Marie zien ‘Jan let it to Marie see, i.e., Jan let Marie see it’). The complement-of-R position in these structures
can be filled by SE=zich but (as discussed in the text) not when Init is the RELATOR and SE is coreferent with the causer,
as in the configuration in (23). This is why (ia) does not support an agent reading. Unlike French faire, Dutch laten
alternatively allows a canonical predication structure to serve as its complement. This is what delivers (ib): whenever
the subject of a canonical complement small clause is coreferent with a 3rd person matrix subject, zichzelf must be used
(cf. hij vindt zichzelf/*zich intelligent ‘he finds himself intelligent’), just as in all other cases of canonical predication
in which a reflexive is local to its 3rd person antecedent (hij sloeg zichzelf/*zich ‘he hit himself’). (Recall from section
3 that anticausatives, applicatives, inherent reflexives and middles involve reverse predication structures — so whenever
these feature a reflexive in Dutch (incl. its eastern dialects), these all give rise to zich rather than zichzelf, just like (ia).)
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4.4 CAUS+SE with dative SE

For the sake of completeness, we round out the picture for combinations of CAUS and SE by showing
that the predication relationship between the embedded verbal predicate and SE can also be
established in CAUS+SE passives with the help of Appl as the RELATOR.

In section 3, we pointed out that Pylkkänen’s (2008) functional head Appl can establish
reverse predication relationships involving the clitic SE, with either a noun phrase (the direct object)
or the VP denoting the event as the other term. The examples in (14) were presented as illustrations.

(14) a. il s’ est fait un gâteau/repas (French)

he SE is made a cake/meal
‘he made himself a cake/meal’

b. il s’ est donné/offert un livre
he SE is given/offered a book
‘he gave himself a book’

CAUS+SE passives in which SE is an indirect object can easily be found. The a–sentences in
(24)–(25) were adapted from Labelle (2002) and Koenig & Pederson (1992:154), resp. The predicate
for SE in these examples is a projection of the causativised verb containing the direct object (un livre
‘a book’, ses droits ‘his rights’). The subject of faire is the beneficiary — a remarkable fact in light
of general absence of syntactic promotion of beneficiaries to subject in French: see the b–examples.

(24) a. il s’ est fait offrir un livre (French)

he SE is made offer a book
‘he was offered a book’

b. *il a été offert un livre
he has been offered a book
intended: ‘he was offered a book’

(25) a. il s’ est fait lire ses droits (par le policier) (French)

he SE is made read his rights by the policeman
‘he was read his rights (by the police officer)’

b. *il a été lu ses droits (par le policier)
he has been read his rights by the policeman
intended: ‘he was read his rights by the police officer’

The CAUS+SE passives in (26a) (Gaatone 1983, Labelle 2002), based on V+P expressions of the type
in (26c), illustrate the capacity of CAUS+SE passives to promote a dative object to subject as well.

(26) a. Jean s’ est fait {taper/tirer/cracher/éternuer} dessus (French)

Jean SE is made hit/shoot/spit/sneeze over
‘Jean got hit/shot/spat on/sneezed on’

b. *Jean a été {tapé/tiré/craché/éternué} dessus
Jean has been hit/shot/spat/sneezed over
intended: ‘Jean was hit/shot/spat on/sneezed on’
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         VP

    V  RP
 faire

       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

         tuer  ei            Init     SEi

c. Pierre lui a {tapé/tiré/craché/éternué} dessus
Pierre himDAT has hit/shot/spat/sneezed over
‘Pierre hit/shot/spat on/sneezed on him’

It is precisely the fact that CAUS+SE passives allow the promotion of the indirect/dative object to
subject (information-structurally, to the topic function) that is often considered, in the literature on
French, to be the raison d’être for the CAUS+SE construction, sometimes called the passif complé-
mentaire ‘complementary passive’ because it complements the auxiliation passive in this way
(though in other respects it is more restricted than the regular passive).

As many scholars (incl. the ones referred to earlier in this subsection) have emphasised, the
grammaticality of the a–examples in (24)–(26) and the contrast between them and the b–sentences
indicates that the surface subject of a French CAUS+SE passive is not a derived subject raised out of
the causativised VP. The analysis of CAUS+SE passives presented in the present paper does not get
itself into trouble with examples of the type in (24–26a): il is not raised into the subject position of
the faire-clause but originates as the subject of that clause, and is semantically related to the complex
verbal predicate formed (via ‘clause union’ or ‘restructuring’) by faire and its complement in a way
similar to what we have seen previously in less complex examples.

In section 5, to which we now proceed, we will spell the syntax of CAUS+SE passives out in
greater detail.

5 The CAUS+SE passive

In section 4.3, we presented (22) (repeated below) as the syntax underlying the passive interpretation
of the example in (1a), il s’est fait tuer ‘he was killed’.

(22)

In this section, we will draw attention to some properties of CAUS+SE passives that undergird this
syntax, beginning with an interesting morphological fact about Swedish (2a).

5.1 The Scandinavian s-passive as an integral subpart of the CAUS+SE passive

In the Swedish CAUS+SE passive in (27a), repeated from (2a), we see the by now familiar cocktail
of a reflexive clitic (sig) and a causative matrix verb (låta) showing up. But in addition to these ele-
ments, we also encounter something not hitherto highlighted: a special morphological form of the
verb läsa, adorned with the suffix -s. Klingvall (2012:397) reports that the use of this suffix is not
obligatory in Swedish CAUS+SE passives: (27b) (parallel to German (2b)) is grammatical alongside
(27a). But what interests us particularly is the fact that the -s suffix CAN be used here.
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(27) a. boken låter sig läsas (cf. (2a)) (Swedish)

book.the lets SE read.S-PASS

b. boken låter läsa sig
book.the lets read SE

both: ‘the book can be read’

The suffix -s on läsa (the marker of the so-called ‘s-passive’) is a morpheme that is transparently
related to the reflexive clitic of Indo-European. So Swedish (27a) appears to have a surfeit of
reflexive elements: not just sig but also -s.13 What are these reflexive elements doing in the syntax
of the Swedish CAUS+SE passive?

Of these two elements, sig (present in both (27a) and (27b)) is straightforwardly the exponent
of the subject of predication of the reverse predication structure embedded under låta ‘let’ — i.e.,
it is the complement of the RELATOR in (23). This predication structure is reflexive: the two co-
arguments of V are coindexed. But sig, serving as the subject of predication (hence not being a part
of the predicate), cannot reflexive-mark the predicate. By the logic of Reinhart & Reuland’s (1993)
theory of reflexivity, the predicate (the constituent in SpecRP in (23)) ought to be reflexive-marked.
The -s on the verb heading the predicate serves this purpose handsomely: läsas is explicitly reflex-
ive-marked by the so-called ‘s-passive’ suffix; the reflexive-marked verbal predicate is subsequently
predicated of sig in the position of SE.14 The obligatory presence of the marker -s on the lower verb
of the Swedish CAUS+SE passive in our view confirms the hypothesis that SE and the object of the
embedded verb are coindexed, creating a reflexive predication structure which -s helps to reflexive-
mark. (Pitteroff 2014:§4.6 provides technical arguments against Everaert 1986, Klingvall 2012 and
related proposals that treat the SE of CAUS+SE (medio)passives as the object of the lower verb; he
never considers the possibility that SE might be the subject of the predication embedded under CAUS.)

In addition, the -s hosted by the causativised verb in (27a) also signals that this verb is
‘passive’: läsas is called an ‘s-passive’ for a reason. But what does it mean to say that läsas in (27a)
is passive? Traditionally, the passive rule is thought to absorb the external è-role of the verb as well
as the verb’s ability to assign structural accusative case. But CAUS+SE passives are ‘clause union’ or
‘restructuring’ constructions, which means that the lower verb does not have the capacity to case-
license an object in the first place, so ‘case absorption’ is not at play. Moreover, SE serves as the
subject of predication for the embedded verbal predicate, the two being linked by Init whenever the
embedded verb is unergative or transitive (like läsa ‘read’ in (27)). So the ability to assign an
external è-role is also not being ‘absorbed’ in CAUS+SE passives: it is structurally realised, by SE. In
this latter respect, CAUS+SE passives are very much like SE middles (recall section 3.3).

13 The -s also shows up in the Swedish get passive: (i). We return to the get passive in section 8.1, where we will
analyse it analogously to CAUS+SE passives. The occurrence of -s in get passives is thus expected.

(i) boken fick läsas
book.the got read.S-PASS

‘the book got read’

14 In the other examples in the dataset in (1)–(2), and also in (27b), the lower verb is silently reflexive-marked —
a possibility that needs to be countenanced independently of the facts under discussion in light of the grammaticality of
expressions such as English he shaved/bathed. Den Dikken (2019b:fn. 13) suggests that the Hungarian suffix -kOz can
serve as a reflexive marker in a reverse reflexive predication structure with -ik exponing SE; see also -kOd in (97), below.
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5.2 Agentivity: The link between CAUS+SE passives, middles and passive nominals

The parallel between CAUS+SE passives and middles runs quite deep. As a matter of fact, the inter-
pretation of Swedish (2a) and German (2b) is very close to that of run-of-the-mill monoclausal
middles, such as the book reads easily. We will return to this point. But middle-like semantics is not
what ties CAUS+SE passives together cross-linguistically: the French and Hungarian examples in (1)
do not have an interpretation resembling that of a middle. So we will not identify CAUS+SE passives
and middles; but we do want to draw some important parallels between these two construction types.
Foremost among these is of course the fact that in both SE middles and CAUS+SE passives, we are
dealing with a reverse predication structure with SE as the subject and with Init as the RELATOR.

That Init is the RELATOR of the predication relation involving SE in middles was instrumental
in section 3.3 in our account of the fact that the verb in a middle must be agentive: *un serpent se
craint facilement ‘a snake fears easily’ and *Donald se haït facilement ‘Donald hates easily’ are both
impossible middles. The RELATOR Init signals the involvement of an initiator, whence the agentivity
restriction. The ungrammaticality of (28a,b) (from Koenig & Pederson 1992:153) tells us right away
that CAUS+SE passives are also subject to this restriction.15

(28) a. *Marc s’ est fait craindre par tout le monde (French)

Marc SE is made fear by everybody
intended: ‘Marc was feared by everybody’

b. *Marc s’ est fait haïr par tout le monde
Marc SE is made hate by everybody
intended: ‘Marc was hated by everybody’

Kupferman’s (1995:67) pair in (29), juxtaposing an auxiliary passive to a CAUS+SE passive for a verb
whose subject can either be agentive or non-agentive, stresses the role of agentivity in the CAUS+SE

passive as well.

15 It should be pointed out, however, that some of the agency restrictions on CAUS+SE passives that the literature
has highlighted are not experienced to an equal degree by all native speakers. To some extent, they may be artefacts of
the fact that the examples given in the literature are usually in the passé composé. Thus, the simple-present generic state-
ment in (i) is attested (in the 17th century literary piece Les caractères by Jean de la Bruyère). Note also that while (iia)
is ungrammatical (Veecock-Boisédu 2008:2213), (iib) is cited by Tasmowski-De Ryck & Van Oevelen 1987:48) as well-
formed, with the CAUS+SE construction as the infinitival complement of the modal pouvoir ‘can’. The construction in
(iib) is clearly not agentive, and thus presents a counterexample to claims to the effect that the CAUS+SE passive must
always involve an agentive verb. It also counterexemplifies the oft-heard claim that the CAUS+SE passive resists inanimate
subjects. But these things notwithstanding, the contrast within (ii) does reaffirm the close connection between the
CAUS+SE passive and the middle construction: as Veecock-Boisédu (2008:2213) is right to point out, the CAUS+SE

passive in (iib) has a generic value similar to that of middles.

(i) la femme galante se fait craindre, et  la  coquette se fait haïr (17th c. French)
the woman galant SE makes fear and the coquettish SE makes hate

(ii) a. *ce verbe s’ est fait suivre d’un complément de lieu (French)
this verb SE is made follow of a complement of place

b. ce verbe peut se faire suivre d’un complément de lieu
this verb can SE make follow of a complement of place
‘this verb can be followed by a locative complement’
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(29) a. Marie a été assaillie par ce garçon / le doute (French)

Marie has been attacked by this boy the doubt
‘Marie was attacked by this boy/doubt’

b. Marie s’  est fait assaillir par ce garçon / *le doute
Marie SE is made attack by this boy the doubt
‘Marie was attacked by this boy/doubt’

In these CAUS+SE passives we see a clear parallel with middles. We had already seen before that
middles with craindre ‘fear’ and haïr ‘hate’ are ungrammatical; and though (30) is well-formed as
such, this middle can only be interpreted in such a way that the implicit attacker is an animate agent.

(30) une femme ne s’ assaille pas facilement (French)

a woman NEG SE attacks not easily
‘a woman does not attack easily’

This agentivity restriction manifests itself in so-called passive nominals as well. To the extent
that these constructions allow for a by-phrase at all, this by-phrase is restricted to an agentive
interpretation (cf. Rappaport 1983, Roberts 1987:29, Grimshaw 1990:138). Thus, (31a) is much
better with the boy than with doubt.16 By the same token, while (31b) is fine, (31c) is impossible.

(31) a. Mary’s attack (?by the boy/*by doubt)
b. the city’s destruction by the enemy
c. *fear of snakes by many people (cf. snakes are feared by many people)

In passive nominals, the agent cannot be expressed directly. This is especially clear in cases
featuring a ‘group adjective’ interpreted as the internal argument: *Reagan’s liberal defeat has no
reading where Reagan and liberal are both arguments of defeat; similarly, *the liberal defeat by
Reagan is ungrammatical. While Grimshaw’s (1990) argument that passive nominals have neither
argument structure nor event structure is too strong, it seems to us clear that passive nominals do not
have the means to accommodate a referential agent internally to the verbal portion of their structure.
An agent can be expressed overtly in the form of a by-phrase, or, in active nominalisations, as a
possessor (a Saxon genitive in English, or a de-phrase in French); but no referential agent can occupy
the external argument position in the verbal portion of the structure of the nominalisation. But
nominalisations are, nonetheless, always agentive. This suggests that Init is present and in the
business of mediating a predication relationship — but just as in middles and CAUS+SE passives, the
subject of predication is a non-referential variable. In French middles and CAUS+SE passives, the
subject of predication is SE. In English-type ‘bare’ middles, the subject of predication is a silent
element. It is presumably the same silent element that we find in the verbal portion of the syntax of
passive nominals as well. In both CAUS+SE passives and passive nominals, the InitP containing the
non-referential external argument can be modified by a by-phrase — and in both domains, this by-
phrase is necessarily agentive, as a function of its host (InitP).

16 In the following example (from McGrath 2006, Doubt in perspective: God is bigger than you think), we are
not dealing with a by-phrase attached to the nominalisation (rather, the by-phrase depends on the passive participle
subjected): the stronger your faith, the more likely you are to be subjected to attack by doubt.
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We discover a second connection between CAUS+SE passives and passive nominals in the
distribution of agent-oriented modifiers. Veecock (2008:2214), following an earlier observation in
Tasmowski-De Ryck & Van Oeffelen (1987:45), points to the minimal pair in (32) to draw attention
to a striking difference between CAUS+SE passives and auxiliation passives.17

(32) a. Paul s’ est fait délibérément arrêter par la police (French)

Paul SE is made deliberately arrest by the police
‘Paul deliberately got (himself) arrested by the police’

b. Paul a été délibérément arrêté par la police
Paul has been deliberately arrested by the police
‘Paul was deliberately arrested by the police’

It is a well-known fact about auxiliation passives of the type in (32b) that adverbials of the
deliberately type are understood to apply to the agent of the event, not to the surface subject. So in
(32b) it was the police that were acting deliberately, not Paul. By contrast, in the CAUS+SE passive
in (32a) delibérément is construed, not with la police but with the surface subject Paul. We have
brought this out in the English prose translation by using got (himself) arrested, which has the same
effect (to which we will return in section 8). The subject of predication in (32b) is SE, which takes
Paul as its antecedent. Through this route (worked out in more detail in the paragraph below (34)),
delibérément in (32a) is construed with the surface subject. This construal in turn reinforces the
degree of agentivity on the part of Paul in (32a). In (32b), it does no such thing.

In passive nominals, it is likewise possible to use an agent-oriented modifier (an adjective,
usually) in such a way that it applies to the referent of the animate noun phrase in the Saxon genitive
position: (33a) can be understood such that Paul gets himself arrested by the police on purpose; and
(33b) can be used to report a deliberate submission to defeat.18

17 Below are two attested examples of the type in (32b):

(i) Koestler, envoyé spécial du News Chronicle lors de la guerre d’Espagne, s’est fait délibérément arrêter
par les troupes de Franco pour ne pas avoir à combattre aux côtés des Républicains
‘Koestler, special envoy of the News Chronicle during the Spanish war, deliberately got himself arrested
by Franco’s troups in order not to have to fight on the side of the Republicans’
[Chebel d’Appolonia (1991:156), Histoire politique des intellectuels en France, 1944–1945 — Tome I]

(ii) un vétéran de la guerre du Golfe, William Hightower, s’est fait délibérément arrêter à la frontière
américano-canadienne pour attirer l'attention des autorités
‘a veteran of the Gulf War, William Hightower, deliberately got himself arrested at the American-
Canadian border in order to draw the authorities’ attention’

[http://tvmag.lefigaro.fr/programme-tv/programme/esprits-criminels-f4724330]

18 Some naturally occurring examples:

(i) as a civil rights activist, he and his compatriots planned his deliberate arrest to challenge the segregationist
laws at the time [https://deskgram.net/explore/tags/andhwangnola2016]

(i) this, however, might just have been a ruse to cover for his deliberate defeat, as hinted by Bickslow
[https://fairytailcouples.fandom.com/wiki/Freed_and_Evergreen]

(ii) the vendor took the opportunity to take responsibility for Özil and insinuated his deliberate defeat to
commemorate Turkey [https://vaaju.com › Home › Sports]
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(33) a. Paul’s deliberate arrest by the police
b. his deliberate defeat

Middles, by contrast, do not allow construal of agent-oriented modifiers with the surface subject at
all. No matter how pragmatically plausible one might make them, the examples in (34) have no
sensible reading: deliberately can be associated neither with the implicit agent (because it is
syntactically inert in every way) nor with the surface subject.

(34) a. *sometimes, young people deliberately arrest easily
b. *in the ‘disgrace of Gijón’ in 1982, the Austrian side deliberately defeated easily

Here is what we think explains the facts in (32)–(34). In both CAUS+SE passives and passive
nominals, the constituent formed by the Init-mediated reverse predication relationship between the
agentive predicate and SE or its silent counterpart is predicated, in its turn, of the subject of a higher
head — the verb faire in (32a), and the Poss-head in passive nominals. A complex predicate is
formed including the base-RP and the higher head (faire, Poss). Through complex predicate forma-
tion, the surface subject gets linked to the Init-head that establishes the predication relationship
between the agentive predicate and SE/i. And it is through this linkage that an agent-oriented modi-
fier attached to RP (= InitP) can be semantically associated to the subject of the higher portion of the
complex predicate. Even though this subject is not itself an agent, it is syntactically connected to the
agent-oriented modifier in such a way that a semantic association between the two becomes possible.

In middles, on the other hand, no complex predicate formation takes place. The reverse
predication relation mediated by Init is predicated of the surface subject by T. Unlike faire and Poss,
T is not itself the head of a predicate: it is a thematically inert functional category. Because no
complex predicate is formed by which a connection is forged between the head in whose specifier
position the subject finds itself and the Init-head mediating the basic predication structure, no link
arises between the subject in SpecTP and the Init-head. As a consequence, it is impossible for the
surface subject of a middle to be the associate of an agent-oriented modifier.

This account of the facts in (32)–(34) at the same time banks and cashes in on a number of
key ingredients of the analysis of CAUS+SE passives, passive nominals and middles: (a) the hypoth-
esis that Init is the RELATOR of the predication relation established between the agentive predicate
and its syntactic subject (SE or its silent allomorph); (b) the hypothesis that the head merging with
this predication structure in CAUS+SE passives (faire) and passive nominals (Poss) is a thematically
active head, whereas in middles the head outside RP (i.e., T) is thematically inert; (c) the hypothesis
that the surface subject of all three constructions originates as the subject of this higher head that
merges with RP, and is licensed there under predication; (d) the hypothesis that whenever a themat-
ically active head intervenes between the basic predication structure and the surface subject, a
complex predicate is formed comprising RP and the higher head, and that this complex predication
formation forges a connection between the head of RP (Init) and the higher head; and finally, (e) the
hypothesis that through this link, the surface subject (despite not being an agent) can be semantically
associated with an agent-oriented modifier of the base predication structure. The resulting picture
is of the right degree of precision to make the necessary distinction within the realm of ‘agent-
suppressing constructions’ between middles, on the one hand, and passive nominals and CAUS+SE

passives, on the other.
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5.3 Faire and Init

A lot of discussion in the literature on French CAUS+SE passives has been devoted to the questions
of whether the verb faire used in them is its usual causative self, and whether the subject of CAUS+SE

passives shows any interpretive signs of being the ‘deep’ subject of causative faire. Attempts to
attribute ‘responsibility’ for the event or ‘initiator’ status to the subject of the CAUS+SE passive have
mostly been found unsuccessful (see Labelle 2002 and esp. Veecock-Boisédu 2008 for an overview
of the literature and relevant discussion). Particularly difficult to grapple with for such attempts are
examples such as those in (35). While for (35a) one might still invoke some sort of responsibility
(‘if he had wanted to make sure that his watch wouldn’t be stolen, he wouldn’t have worn it when
he went to the concert’), such seems extremely implausible for (35b): there is nothing that he could
have done or avoided in order to avert being affected by the eruption of the volcano.

(35) a. il s’ est fait voler sa montre (French)

he SE is made steal his watch
‘his watch was stolen (on him), he had his watch stolen’

b. il s’ est fait surprendre pendant son sommeil par  l’éruption du volcan
he SE is made surprise during his sleep by the eruption of the volcano
‘he was taken by surprise during his sleep by the eruption of the volcano’

Yet at the same time, there can be no doubt that the subject of faire in the CAUS+SE passive
must be the external argument of the complex predicate of which faire is a part. This is shown
perhaps particularly clearly by the fact that impersonal passives (with expletive il as their subject)
cannot be formed with the help of the CAUS+SE construction: (36a) does not support an impersonal
passive reading, unlike the auxiliation passive in (36b) (Kupferman 1995:70, Muller 2002).

(36) a. *il s’ est fait dormir dans ce lit (French)

it SE is made sleep in this bed
b. il a été dormi dans ce lit

it has been slept in this bed
‘people have slept in this bed’

This indicates that the subject of CAUS+SE passives is a deep subject of the matrix clause. But it is
not a cause(r) or agent. So why is the verb of the matrix clause faire, then?

We take it to be self-evident that faire in the CAUS+SE passive is the same verb faire found
in causative constructions of all the various sorts. That is, we will not treat se faire in the passive
examples as an ‘auxiliary’ (as some of the literature has done; REFs): this would be an entirely
gratuitous, non-explanatory move; moreover, it would do very little to help explain the ungram-
maticality of impersonal CAUS+SE passives. We think that Labelle (2002) is right in concluding that
the CAUS+SE passive is based on the ‘ordinary’ causative verb faire but does not have a CAUS com-
ponent to the meaning of the matrix clause. The proposal that Labelle advances in the latter part of
her paper, however, is altogether too vague to merit serious consideration. The search is on, there-
fore, for an analysis that will allow us to treat faire as much as possible as its usual self without
postulating a semantic predicate CAUS in the matrix clause of CAUS+SE passives.
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The way we want to go about achieving this is by being particularly precise regarding the way
in which the vocabulary item faire ends up being chosen in this construction — or in any construc-
tion featuring it, for that matter. Our hypothesis is that faire ‘do, make’ is the default agentive
vocabulary item, with the following component parts:

(37) faire ‘do, make’ : {V, Init}

In plain English, the French word faire is always an amalgam of ‘plain’ V and Init — and it turns
out that it does not matter how this amalgam comes about derivationally.

In a garden-variety causative construction such as (38a), V and Init both find themselves in
the matrix clause, and merge via V-to-Init movement. The verb faire (more particularly, its past
participle fait) is the optimal fit for {V, Init} in the structure in (38b).

(38) a. il a fait rire Marie (French)

he has made laugh Marie
‘he made Marie laugh’

b. [TP ili a [InitP ti Init [VP V [RP rire Marie]]]]

The CAUS+SE passive puts an interesting spin on this. Here, the matrix clause does not
contain an Init-head of its own: the matrix clause is not causative or agentive. The predicate for its
subject is the complex predicate formed by the not fully saturated predication embedded under V and
V itself. In the structure in (39b), even though there is no Init-head in the structure above V, V is
nonetheless structurally adjacent to an instance of Init, the head of the RP immediately below it.
Thanks to the fact that ‘clause union’ or ‘restructuring’ takes place in this structure, V and the ‘low’
Init form a {V, Init} amalgam just as V and the ‘high’ Init do in (38b). (It is immaterial whether
‘restructuring’ takes place in syntax or at PF: all that matters is that V and the ‘low’ Init come togeth-
er prior to vocabulary insertion, which happens at the end of the PF derivation.)

(39) a. il s’ est fait tuer (= (1a)) (French)

he SE is made kill
‘he was killed’

b. [TP il est [VP V [RP=InitP [tuer] [Init [SE]]]]]

In sum, the vocabulary item faire is always the spell-out of a combination of V and Init,
which need to be structurally linked in order for an amalgam to be formed that ties them together into
a single word. In the vast majority of cases, the Init-head that V combines with to form faire finds
itself higher up the tree than V. But in the particular case of CAUS+SE passives, the Init-head with
which V teams up is the head of V’s complement.

This account of the fact that the choice of vocabulary item in CAUS+SE passives is faire does
not attribute any causative semantics to the matrix clause (which would be difficult to defend in light
of the facts reviewed in the literature, partially reproduced above; recall esp. (35)), yet at the same
time does not conjure up the lexical choice of verb entirely out of the blue: the structure of CAUS+SE

passives has exactly the right ingredients to give rise to faire, without being semantically causative.
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In closing this section, we would like to highlight the important role played in this account
of the choice of faire as the matrix verb in CAUS+SE passives by the element ‘Init’ heading the
immediate complement of the matrix verb. It is precisely thanks to the fact that the head of V’s small
clause complement is Init that an amalgam can be forged with V that meets the description of the
vocabulary item faire. Without Init in V’s complement, we would not have got faire. This thus
affirms the importance of our earlier conclusion that the complement of the matrix V in CAUS+SE

passives is necessarily headed by Init.

5.4 Faire ‘do, make’ versus voir ‘see’ versus laisser ‘let’

Much less frequently discussed than the se faire passive is a very similar construction featuring the
verb voir ‘see’. The example in (40a) illustrates that in this use, vu is interchangeable with fait; the
two deliver the same passive interpretation. By contrast, in (40b), where the verb following vu is
participial, replacing the perception verb with fait would not be possible; instead, vu here is inter-
changeable with trouvé ‘found’, as in the English prose translation.

(40) a. il s’ est vu/fait accuser de corruption (French)

he SE is seen/made accuse of corruption
‘he was accused of corruption’

b. il s’ est vu/trouvé accusé de corruption
he SE is seen/found accused of corruption
‘he found himself accused of corruption’

The construction type represented by (40b) will not be of interest to us here, and we will set it aside
in what follows (see fn. 20, below, for some brief remarks); but we need to say a few words about
(40a).

It is important to note that the properties of se faire+infinitive passives that we mentioned
in the foregoing are matched closely by se voir+infinitive passives. Here we highlight, first, the fact
that both constructions allow an indirect object to be the surface subject. The examples in (41) and
(42) (taken from Bat-Sheev Shyldkrot 1999:67) present near-minimal pairs.

(41) a. certains joueurs vedettes se sont vu attribuer des salaires mensuels
certain players star SE are seen attribute of.the salaries monthly
de 800 000 Francs à un million de Francs
of 800,000 francs to one million of francs
‘certain star players are awarded monthly salaries of 800,000 up to a million francs’

b. c’est ainsi qu’ il se fera attribuer, à l’  aéroport du Bourget,
it is thus that he SE will.make attribute to the airport of.the Bourget
un hangar entier pour rassembler un gigantesque puzzle
a hangar entire for assemble a gigantic jigsaw.puzzle
‘and so Le Bourget Airport will be granted an entire hangar for assembling a gigantic
jigsaw puzzle’
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(42) a. l’ ancien PDG s’ est vu imposer un contrôle judiciaire
the former CEO SE is seen impose a control judiciary
‘the former CEO was given judiciary control’

b. doit-il accepter de se faire imposer des charges financières?
must-he accept COMP SE make impose of.the charges financial
‘should he agree to be taxed?’

So in neither the construction with faire nor its near-equivalent with voir is the subject being raised
into the matrix clause from out of the infinitival small clause embedded below the verb: the subject
originates as the subject of faire/voir.

Secondly, the restriction to agentive predicates appears to be just as much in effect in se
voir+infinitive passives as in their counterparts with faire. To show this, we repeat in (43) the
examples in (28) and (29), with vu added alongside fait.19

(43) a. *Marc s’ est fait/vu craindre/haïr par tout le monde (French)

Marc SE is made/seen fear/hate by everybody
b. Marie s’  est fait/vu assaillir par ce garçon / *le doute

Marie SE is made/seen attack by this boy the doubt

The puzzle posed by se faire+infinitive passives, recall, was that a verb is used in them which
ordinarily is causative but does not seem to behave causatively in the CAUS+SE passive. We solved
this puzzle by giving faire the VI-definition in (37), as an amalgam of V and Init, and to mobilise
the Init-head in the complement of faire in the CAUS+SE passive to provide a source for faire in this
construction. We took the facts in (43), with faire, to show that se faire+infinitive passives require
there to be an Init-head in their complement, serving as the RELATOR of the predication relationship
between the embedded infinitival constituent and the clitic SE. The parallel behaviour of faire and
voir in (43) indicates, by parity of reasoning, that in the se voir+infinitive passive there must likewise
be an Init-head present in the complement of the matrix verb. In the se voir+infinitive passive, we
cannot, unfortunately, take the choice of matrix verb to corroborate the presence of Init. After all,
it makes no sense to treat voir as a vocabulary item which has Init as an ingredient in its definition:
voir ‘see’ is never agentive, so Init has no business here. But this does not present a problem for or
detract from anything we said about CAUS+SE passives in the foregoing. The se voir+infinitive pass-
ive simply does not present the kind of puzzle that the se faire construction poses: voir is not an

19 As in the case of the se faire+infinitive passive, the ban on psychological predicates seems to hold only in the
passé composé (recall fn. 15), and even then not to the same extent for all speakers. Consider the following examples:

(i) Que le roy qui craint Dieu, le servant sans se feindre,
Ne doit rien craindre au monde, et de tout se voit craindre
‘that the king who fears God, serving him without pretending,
doesn’t need to fear anything in the world, and is feared by everything’

[Hymne du Roy au Duc de Monpensier, by Jean Bertaut (17th c.)]
(ii) notre héroïne se voit haïr et fustigée par la population qui prend peur

‘our heroine is hated and castigated by the people who are afraid’
(iii) quand on se voit haïr, qu’on se croit aimé [L’amant libéral, by M. de Scudery (17th c.)]

‘when one is/we are hated, that one considers oneself/we consider ourselves loved’
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agentive or causative verb, so the fact that the subject of se voir+infinitive passives is not interpreted
as an agent or cause(r) is entirely uneventful. The perception verb voir is, in a sense, ‘meaningless
enough’ to be a natural choice of matrix verb in these passive constructions. It is the fact that faire
is otherwise very meaningful but does not assert its semantics in the CAUS+SE passive that presents
a puzzle, for which (37) helped provide the solution; no such puzzle arises in the case of voir.20

A third verb that participates in the passive construction with the recipe ‘se + V + infinitive’
is permissive laisser ‘let’. Thus, alongside the examples in (42), featuring se faire and se voir, we
find (44) (again taken from Bat-Sheev Shyldkrot 1999:67).

(44) la volonté de ne pas se laisser imposer des normes étrangères
the wish COMP NEG not SE let impose of.the norms foreign
‘the desire not to have foreign norms imposed upon them’

But while (42a,b) are essentially semantically equivalent (modulo differences in lexical choices), the
se laisser+infinitive passive has a dispositional reading not seen in the examples with se faire and
se voir: the subject in (44) actively does not allow foreign norms to be imposed upon them. This
suggests that laisser, unlike faire and voir, plays an active semantic role at the level of the matrix
clause. We see this also in the Swedish and German examples in (2), from the introduction. It is high
time now to put this dispositional CAUS+SE construction in the spotlight. This is the topic of section
6.21

20 Perception verbs frequently participate in passive(-like) constructions cross-linguistically. (40b), with a passive
participle in the complement of the verb, is also found in English (I see myself forced to ...) and Dutch (ik zie me
gedwongen/genoodzaakt om ... ‘I see myself forced/necessitated to ...’). Huang (2013: 104) points out that ‘see’-passives
(with jian ‘see’) were common in Archaic Chinese as well. The perception verb feel can also participate in passive(-like)
constructions (I felt forced to ...; ik voelde me gedwongen/genoodzaakt om ... ‘I felt myself forced/necessitated to ...’).

21 One thing that we will not have an opportunity to discuss in connection with French CAUS+SE constructions in
compound tenses featuring the auxiliary être is the absence of participle agreement in them. The past participle in French
generally must agree in ö-features with the subject. SE constructions are no exception to this: (i). In light of the fact that
CAUS+SE passives in the passé composé involve both the auxiliary and the clitic SE, one would expect the past participle
to have to show agreement with the subject. Although such agreement is not infrequent in the colloquial language, it is
strictly proscribed by the official grammars: (ii). 

(i) elle s’ est couvert-e (French)
she SE is covered-F.SG

‘she covered herself’
(ii) elle s’ est fait(.-e) couvrir (French)

she SE is made-F.SG cover.INF

‘she was covered’

Some prescriptive grammars seek to clarify the ban on participle agreement in (ii) with the rule of thumb that
whenever the participle takes a bare infinitival complement, it cannot agree. This is by no means a feature of Universal
Grammar, however: Italian offers plenty of examples in which a past participle selecting a bare infinitive must agree:
see (iii), of which (iiic) (which we took from Le Bellec 2009:230) is actually a CAUS+SE passive construction.

(iii) a. Gianni l’ ha volut-a vedere (Italian)
Gianni 3SG.F has wanted-F.SG see.INF

‘Gianni wanted to see her’
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         VP

    V   RP
  ‘let’

       PREDICATE    RN

R SUBJECT
          V ei      SEi

6 The dispositional CAUS+SE mediopassive

The French example in (45a) is morphosyntactically and semantically parallel to the Swedish and
German sentences in (2a,b), repeated below as (45b,c), and to their Dutch equivalent in (45d).

(45) a. le livre se laisse lire (facilement) (French)

the book SE lets read easily
b. boken låter sig (lätt) läsas (Swedish)

book.the lets SE easy read.S-PASS

c. das Buch lässt sich (leicht) lesen (German)

the book lets SE easy read
d. het boek laat zich (makkelijk) lezen (Dutch)

the book lets SE easy read
‘the book can be read, reads easily’

We have argued that in CAUS+SE passives of the type in (1), the surface subject originates as
the subject of the matrix causative verb. For the examples in (45), with a permissive matrix verb, this
is perhaps even more transparently the case. The noun phrase translating as ‘the book’ in (45) is
interpreted simultaneously as the undergoer of the reading event and as its facilitator (or ‘enabler’;
Pitteroff 2014:115): the book’s properties are such that they facilitate its perusal. From the structure
in (46), we derive this DISPOSITIONAL interpretation thanks to the fact that CAUS and the RP in its
complement form a complex predicate, predicated of the subject of CAUS.22

(46)

b. Maria è stat-a fatt-a cadere
Maria is been-F.SG made-F.SG fall.INF

‘Maria was made to fall’
c. Paola si è fatt-a lavare i capelli

Paola SE is made-F.SG wash.INF the hairs
‘Paola got her hair washed’

Le Bellec (2009:230) writes that in French, a past participle can only ö-agree with its own object, not with that
of the ‘clause union’/‘restructuring’ complex of which fait in (ii) is a part. This does little to clarify the distinction
between French and Italian. Nor does it shed explanatory light on the workings of ö-agreement (in French). Plainly, the
matrix verb is capable of ö-agreeing with the surface subject when it is finite (elles se font tuer ‘they are being killed’).
So the restriction in question must be particular to participle agreement, in French.

22 Recall that since SE in structures of the type in (46) is a non-referential variable and hence does not fully saturate
the predication relation established within RP, this RP can be predicated in turn of the higher subject. In (46), RP joins
forces with the matrix permissive verb to form a complex that is predicated of the matrix subject.
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         TP

   DPi            T  RP

       PREDICATE   RN

R SUBJECT

            V ei      SEi

The structure in (46) can be paraphrased as ‘the book (easily) allows itself to be read’ or ‘the book
can (easily) be read’, and, for the versions of the examples in (45) that feature the adverbial modifier
‘easily’, as in (47):

(47) a. the book is easy to read
b. the book reads easily

The paraphrases in (47) highlight two important ingredients of the dispositional CAUS+SE

construction. The easy-to-read rendition draws a parallel between (45) and the tough-movement con-
struction. This parallel is significant because in both tough-movement constructions and CAUS+SE

constructions, a complex predicate is formed involving a matrix predicate (the permissive verb in
(46) and the tough-type adjective in (47b)) and its dependent, the latter being a not-fully-saturated
predication structure — an RP with the non-referential variable SE in (46), and an infinitive
containing a null operator–variable dependency in (47a).

The paraphrase in (47b) brings out the interpretive link between dispositional CAUS+SE

constructions and the middle construction. In French and German (and eastern varieties of Dutch as
well; see Cornips 1992), middles and dispositional CAUS+SE constructions pattern alike in both
giving rise to SE: see (48). English can occasionally render these middles with an overt reflexive, as
in (49) (to be thought of in the context of a discussion of a book that is extremely well written and,
as a result, very easy to read). In (48) and (49), the RP portion of the structure in (46) occurs by itself
as the complement of T, with the noun phrase denoting ‘the book’ base-generated in SpecTP, and
the VP and its subject of predication, SE, forming an RP, as illustrated in (50).

(48) a. le livre se lit facilement (French)

the book SE reads easily
b. das Buch liest sich leicht (German)

the book reads SE easy
both: ‘the book reads easily’

(49) the book practically reads itself

(50)

Both dispositional CAUS+SE constructions and middles have an implicit Agent, and both are often
construed with a manner adverbial (facilement, leicht ‘easily’).23 In light of these strong semantic and
formal parallels with middles, we will refer to (45) as the dispositional CAUS+SE mediopassive.

23 For French, it has frequently been pointed out in the literature that its SE-middles do not (always) require a
modifier. Lekakou (2005) points out that Greek middles are like French middles in this respect.
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Many attempts have been made in the literature to derive the near-obligatoriness of a manner
modifier in English-type middles from some syntactic source. If any of these attempts is right, the
fact that throughout (45) the modifier is optional may call for a reconsideration of the connection
between dispositional CAUS+SE constructions and middles. But it seems to us that the ‘modifier
requirement’ is not a syntactic matter but an effect of informativity (Grice’s Maxim of Quantity; see
Fagan 1992, Ackema & Schoorlemmer 1994, 2006, Goldberg & Ackerman 2001 and Steinbach 2002
for a pragmatic approach to the modifier restriction on middles, and Pitteroff 2014:193ff. and refer-
ences there for a critique of informativity-based accounts), not specific to middles (cf. #the house was
built). By itself, a sentence such as the book reads, qua individual-level predication, is uninformative
because it is in the nature of books that they can be read. Slight changes to the book reads make it
much more informative and as a result pragmatically felicitous even in the absence of a manner
adverbial: the book really READS (focus, emphasising the remarkable readability of the book — in
this context also recall (49), which has the reflexive focused); the book doesn’t read (at all) (negat-
ion, denying inherent readability). In this light, the fact that the middles in (48) want a manner modi-
fier whereas the CAUSE+SE constructions in (45) do not need one can also be understood: the pres-
ence of the permissive verb makes (45) semantically richer than the book reads, giving it a chance
to make an informative contribution in the absence of a manner modifier.24 The ‘modifier require-
ment’ does not seem a ‘deep’, structural restriction imposed on reverse predication structures whose
subject of predication is SE. There is no fundamental difference between (46) and (50) in this regard.

Both middles and dispositional CAUS+SE mediopassives are world-structure statements about
a state of affairs, typically generic in nature; they generally cannot be used as descriptions of episodic
events. They also share the implicit involvement of an agent, hence the requirement that they be
based on agentive verbs. The agent can be made linguistically explicit in both construction types,
though the way this is done is usually different in the two cases: a for-phrase, structurally belonging
to the manner modifier and expressing its experiencer argument, in middles, and a by-phrase in
CAUS+SE constructions (on English (51a), see Roeper & Keyser 19xx; on German (51b), see Pitteroff
2014:187).

(51) a. this book reads easily for/??by a three-year-old
b. dieses Buch lässt sich von kleinen Kindern (leicht) lesen (German)

this book lets SE by small children easy read
‘this book can (easily) be read by small children’

Although a by-phrase is possible in dispositional CAUS+SE mediopassives (and, very marginally, in
middles as well), this is no indication that the agent è-role is active in their syntax. Chomsky (1970)
already argued that the connection between the by-phrase and a verb syntactically projecting an agent
is highly tenuous (cf. a book by Chomsky). We do not take the legitimacy of a by-phrase to constitute
a reason to assume an active agent in the syntax of middles or CAUS+SE mediopassives: we view the
by-phrase in (51b) as a circumstantial adjunct (see also Den Dikken 2019a), compatible with the
world-structure statement expressed by the mediopassive. The fact that neither middles nor CAUS+SE

24 Klingvall (2007) contrasts *the book reads and the book is readable, holding the grammaticality of the latter
against a pragmatic/informativity-based approach to the modifier requirement imposed on middles. But note that -able
has modal semantics, making it more informative than *the book reads. So the contrast between middles and construc-
tions with -able is actually expected from a pragmatic point of view.
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mediopassives as a rule allow the implicit agent to license infinitival rationale clauses indicates to
us that there is truly no syntactically active implicit agent in the syntax of these constructions.25

For Pitteroff (2014:107), the fact that German dispositional CAUS+SE middles give rise to
what Kratzer (1996, 2000) calls the disjoint reference effect (DRE), and behave in this respect like
passives, is a secure indication that these constructions must represent the implicit agent in the
syntax. To appreciate the DRE in run-of-the-mill passives, consider the fact that (52a) cannot be
interpreted in such a way that the children combed their own hair: the implicit agent must be disjoint
in reference from the surface subject of the passive. When we now look at (52b), we see that the
CAUS+SE construction exhibits the same disjoint reference effect. A parallel pair is given in (53).

(52) a. diese Kinder wurden gekämmt (German)

these children were combed
‘these children’s hair was combed (by someone other than the children)’

b. diese Kinder lassen sich (leicht) kämmen
these children let SE easy comb
‘these children’s hair can (easily) be combed (by someone other than the children)’

(53) a. Hotelgäste werden angemeldet
hotel.guests are registered
‘hotel guests are registered’

b. Hotelgäste lassen sich leicht anmelden
hotel.guests let SE easy register
‘hotel guests are easy to register’

Pitteroff (2014) takes this parallel between passives and CAUS+SE constructions to indicate
that VoiceP (the locus of the external argument, according to Kratzer) is structurally represented in
the structure of both. And indeed, with an agent present in the structure of both the a– and the
b–examples in (52) and (53), the unavailability of a reflexive interpretation for all of these sentences
could be made to follow from the binding theory. Den Dikken (2019b) presents an account of the
DRE in passives couched in the reverse predication approach adopted here in conjunction with
Reinhart & Reuland’s (1993) theory of reflexivity. In (54), the structure for (52a), the implicit Agent
of the passive (‘IMP’) is represented in the complement position of the RELATOR head. Coindexing
IMP with the internal argument of the participial VP (which is what would transpire on a self-directed
reading of (52a)) would lead to a reflexive predication (thanks to the fact that two co-arguments are
coindexed) that is not reflexive-marked: IMP cannot reflexive-mark the predicate because it is the
subject of predication; and VP (the predicate) does not contain an explicitly reflexive morpheme. So
IMP in (54) necessarily has a referential index different from the one assigned to the surface subject.

25 Pitteroff (2014:198) gives four naturally occurring examples of German lassen-middles featuring what he
classifies as agent-oriented adverbials (only two of which seem to us to be bona fide cases, involving bewusst ‘intent-
ionally’ and freiwillig ‘voluntarily’). But he adds (p. 199) that such examples are ‘less common’ than lassen-middles with
manner modifiers. At any rate, as Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd (20xx) point out, so-called agent-oriented adverbials
have a distribution that does not seem to be correlatable with the syntactic projection of an external argument. A case
in point is the fact that agent-oriented adverbials are occasionally compatible with unaccusative verbs, even in the
presence of robust syntactic diagnostics for unaccusativity (such as be-selection and prenominal attributive use of the
past participle). The following are two examples from Dutch: de acteur is opzettelijk in de orkestbak gevallen ‘the actor
is deliberately in the orchestra.pit fallen’; de opzettelijk gevallen acteur ‘the deliberately fallen actor’.
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(54) [TP diese Kinderi wurden [RP [VP gekämmt ei] [RN RELATOR [IMPj/*i]]]]

If the syntax of the b–sentences in (52) and (53) is parallel in all relevant respects to that of the a–
examples, the fact that they, too, exhibit the disjoint reference effect falls out immediately.

However, the fact that the CAUS+SE mediopassives in (52b) and (53b) behave like passives
with regard to the DRE does not entail that they must have a structure parallelling that of passives:
it is logically possible that the DRE in the b–examples comes about along a different route. Indeed,
this is what we believe is the case. The relevant part of the syntax of the b–examples, on our
approach to CAUS+SE passives, is (55):

(55) [TP diese Kinderi lassen [RP [PREDICATE kämmen ei] [RN RELATOR [SUBJECT SEi/*k]]]]

Here, SE is coindexed with the empty category in the object position of the predicate in SpecRP.
Because SE is non-referential and finds itself coindexed with the theme of the event, it cannot be
interpreted as the initiator of the event embedded under lassen. The RP, not being fully saturated due
to the non-referentiality of SE, is subsequently predicated of the matrix subject, which is interpreted
as the theme of the complex event. There is no referential element in (55) that represents the initiator
of the combing event. As a result, there is no linguistic way to interpret the implicit agent and the
surface subject to be coreferent. In this regard, CAUS+SE passives are entirely on a par with middles:

(56) a. depressed people kill easily 6 no suicide reading
b. children do not feed easily 6 no self-feeding reading
c. celebrities do not serve easily 6 no self-service reading

Analysed as in (46), the constructions in (45) share with SE-middles, analysed as in (50), the
entire core of their syntax: the RPs in (46) and (50) are identical; in both, the matrix subject is base-
generated as the subject of the clause, and linked via predication to the reverse predication structure
that features SE (or its null counterpart, as in English-type middles) as its subject. In this respect, the
sentences in (45) in can reasonably be called middles or mediopassives (‘lassen-middles’; Pitteroff
2014). But it is important to bear in mind that the matrix permissive verb in (46), the structure of the
examples in (45), is neither medial nor passive: it is entirely active. So the sentences in (45) or
passives are not middles at matrix level: they are genuine causative sentences at that level.

This combination of a matrix causative and an embedded middle manifests itself also in
examples of the type in (57b,c), which are close paraphrases of the middle in (57a).26

26 Here are some naturally occurring examples of the type in (20b), culled from the internet:

(i) de letters en de opzet van het boek maakt dat het boek prettig lezen is
the letters and the setup of the book makes that the book pleasant read is

(ii) de beklemmende sfeer in het boek maakt dat het vermoeiend is om te lezen
the oppressive atmosphere in the book makes that it tiring is COMP to read

(iii) de gedetailleerdheid van het boek maakt dat het lezen wel enig doorzettingsvermogen vraagt
the detailedness of the book makes that the read.NOMINF AFF some perseverance demands

(iv) de verteltrant van het boek maakt dat het afschuwelijke normaal en zelfs ontroerend wordt
the storytelling of the book makes that the horrible normal and even moving becomes
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(57) a. het boek leest makkelijk (Dutch)

the book reads easy
‘the book reads easily’

b. het boek maakt dat het makkelijk leest
the book makes that it easy reads
‘(something about) the book makes it read easily’

c. dit maakt dat het boek makkelijk leest
this makes that the book easy reads
‘this (something about the book) is responsible for the fact that the book reads easily’

In (57b,c), the verb of the matrix clause is maken ‘make’, the translation equivalent of French faire
and Hungarian -(t)At, seen in the examples in (1), which are not dispositional (recall in this
connection esp. the French examples in (35), above). The dispositional reading of ‘lassen-middles’
of the type in (45) is a combination of the ‘middle syntax’ embedded below the matrix verb and the
lexical choice of matrix verb (permissive ‘let’). The ‘middle syntax’ of the complement of the matrix
verb is a feature of all CAUS+SE (medio)passives; yet only when the matrix verb is permissive do
CAUS+SE constructions give rise to a dispositional reading: the use of a non-permissive causative
verb appears to suppress the dispositional interpretation when its complement forms a complex
predicate with it. In (57b,c), where the complement of causative maken is a finite clause that does
not form a complex predicate with the matrix verb, the ‘middle syntax’ of this clause by itself gives
rise to a dispositional interpretation, independently of what is going on ‘upstairs’. But the RP with
‘middle syntax’ in the complement of the matrix verb in CAUS+SE constructions does not stand on
its own two feet: it will assert itself in the form of a dispositional interpretation if the matrix portion
of the complex predicate of which it is a part is permissive, but not if it is causative. This is what
accounts for the semantic difference between French (58a) and (58b).

(58) a. le livre se fait lire (French)

the book SE makes read
‘the book is (being) read’

b. le livre se laisse lire
the book SE lets read
‘the book can be read, is readable’

An interesting question, in light of the fact that in French causative faire and permissive
laisser alternate, is why Hungarian does not allow -(t)At to alternate with permissive hagy or enged
‘let’ in CAUS+SE (medio)passives. The answer, in light of the preceding discussion, must lie in the
size of the complement of the matrix verb. In Hungarian, -(t)At is the only causative verb that selects
a truly bare verbal predication structure (RP) as its complement. It is this bare complementation
structure that gives rise to the complex predicate formation characteristic of the CAUS+SE passive.
The permissive verbs hagy and enged are precluded from forming dispositional CAUS+SE medio-
passives because of the relatively large size of their infinitival complement. The distribution of
‘preverb climbing’ (see Den Dikken 2004:453) is a reliable diagnostic to this effect:
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(59) a. hagyom/engedem meglátogatni Pétert (Hungarian)

let.1SG.DEF PV.visit.INF Péter.ACC

‘I let people visit Péter’
b. *meghagyom/megengedem látogatni Pétert

PV.let.1SG.DEF visit.INF Péter.ACC

The fact that (59a), with the preverb meg attached to the infinitival verb, is grammatical whereas
(59b), in which meg has ‘climbed’ up to the matrix verb, is ill-formed suggests that hagy/enged takes
as its complement a structure large enough to accommodate the preverb within it.27

7 A note on acquisition

Borga & Snyder (2018) observe that French se faire passives and English get passives are acquired
significantly earlier than auxiliation passives. We turn to get passives in section 8.1. For now, we
stay with se faire and its ilk — including the Italian CAUS+SE passive (Belletti xxxx and her co-
workers. Verrips (1996), Van Kampen & Wijnen (2000:263–9) and Dimroth & Jordens (xxxx) point
out, relatedly, that in modal contexts, children acquiring Dutch at an early stage produce agentless
and auxiliary-less infinitival passives of the type in (60):

(60) a. aardappels moeten schillen (Dirk, 2;5) (child Dutch)

potatoes must peel.INF

‘the potatoes must be peeled’
b. auto moet repareren (Matthijs, 2;6)

car must repair.INF

‘the car needs to be repaired’
c. dat moet omdraaien (Thomas, 2;7)

that must around.turn.INF

‘that should be turned around’

What the examples in (60) have in common with CAUS+SE passives is the fact that they
feature an agentive infinitive whose agent is unexpressed in a sentential syntactic structure whose
surface subject is interpreted as the internal argument of the infinitive; and moreover, in both
CAUS+SE passives and modal constructions of the type in (60) the infinitival portion of the structure
teams up with a matrix head (faire, fare, or a deontic modal, typically ‘must’) that is semantically
active and which forms a complex predicate together with the infinitival predication structure that
it embeds. There is ample reason, therefore, to treat CAUS+SE passives and the examples in (60) syn-
tactically on a par. The question that concerns us here is what their acquisitional advantage is, com-
pared to regular auxiliation passives.

27 The fact that hagy can give rise to clitic climbing (in the absence of a dative permissee; see (i), reported in Den
Dikken 2004:453) should not be taken to indicate the complete absence of functional structure below the matrix verb.

(i) hagy-l-ak (*Jánosnak) meglátogatni (téged) (Hungarian)
let-CL-1SG    János.DAT PV.visit.INF     you.ACC

‘I allow you to be visited’
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The standard analysis of auxiliation passives invokes the syntactic operation of NP-raising
— and there is excellent reason for thinking that auxiliation passives are not base-generated struc-
tures involving complex predicate formation. One indication to this effect comes from examples of
the type in (61), involving promotion of the subject of the predicate embedded below the passivised
verb.

(61) a. John is considered (to be) intelligent
b. John is regarded as (being) intelligent

There is no sense in which John in (61) could be treated as the subject of the complex predicate be
considered (to be) intelligent or be regarded as (being) intelligent: the noun phrase of John is not
thematically dependent on consider or regard in any way; it is ‘just’ the external argument of intelli-
gent, and gets promoted to subject in these passive constructions as a result of the application of a
syntactic operation, NP-raising.

A second, and even more powerful argument for the raising approach to passives comes from
the existence of impersonal auxiliation passives (recall (36b), from French, repeated below as (62a),
alongside a Dutch example of the same type, for which the expletive status of the surface subject is
clearer than in the case of French il).

(62) a. il a été dormi dans ce lit (= (36b)) (French)

it has been slept in this bed
b. er is in dit bed geslapen (Dutch)

there is in this bed slept
‘people have slept in this bed’

Since the subject of these impersonal passives is an athematic proform (an ‘expletive’), and since
such proforms, by their very nature, only occur in positions to which no è-role is assigned, it is clear
that the passives in (62) do not involve any kind of complex predicate formation.

Recall now that French CAUS+SE passives cannot be impersonal: (36a) made this clear; it is
repeated here in (63a), alongside the Dutch zich laten mediopassive in (63b).

(63) a. *il s’ est fait dormir dans ce lit (= (36a)) (French)

it SE is made sleep in this bed
b. *er laat zich in dit bed niet slapen

there lets SE in this bed not sleep

We have taken this to indicate that CAUS+SE passives are not NP-raising constructions: in a personal
CAUS+SE passive, the surface subject originates in the matrix clause, as the subject of the complex
predicate formed by the matrix verb and the predication structure in its complement. The gram-
maticality of dative promotion in se faire passives (recall (24)–(26)) further cements this conclusion.

From an acquisition point of view, the key contrast between auxiliation passives and
CAUS+SE passives that NP-movement is critically involved in the derivation of the former but NOT

in that of the latter gives the CAUS+SE passive a distinctive leg up in comparison with the auxiliary
passive. It has long been argued (Manzini & Wexler 1985 et passim) that the NP-movement
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operation at work in auxiliation passives comes in late in the acquisition process. The fact that
CAUS+SE passives precede auxiliation passives in the acquisition sequence can be understood
straightforwardly from the perspective of our analysis: CAUS+SE passives are earlier because, unlike
auxiliation passives, their syntax involves no NP-movement. The fact that CAUS+SE passives feature
complex predicate formation does not cause any acquisitional delays: children are capable at an early
age of combining dynamic verbs with state-denoting secondary predicates to form resultatives.28

8 The bigger picture: ‘Non-canonical’ passives in other languages

Cross-linguistically, the use of causative morphology in the syntax of constructions with a passive
interpretation is not at all uncommon. In this last section before our concluding remarks, we will
briefly address a few representative cases, starting with English get passives.

8.1 English get passives

English has two minimally different specimens of passive-like constructions featuring get:

(64) a. he got arrested (by the police) cf. he was arrested (by the police)
b. he got himself arrested (by the police)

Following the literature, we will call (64a) the ‘get passive’. Superficially, this construction
only differs from the regular auxiliation passive in featuring get in lieu of be. But the verb get in
(64a) plainly is not an auxiliary like be: it absolutely resists raising to T and beyond:

(65) a. he didn’t get arrested (by the police) cf. *he didn’t be arrested (by the police)
b. *he gotn’t arrested (by the police) he wasn’t arrested (by the police)

28 In Dreschler (2019; Grote Taaldag), it is pointed out that Dutch appears to be innovating anticausative con-
structions of the type in (i) (tentatively called ‘middles’ by Dreschler), to be compared with (ii), featuring zich.

(i) het bedrijf vernieuwt/verjongt (Dutch)
the company renovates/rejuvenates

(ii) het bedrijf vernieuwt/verjongt zich
the company renovates/rejuvenates SE

This probably cannot be viewed along the same lines as the acquisitional advantage of CAUS+SE passives over auxiliation
passives: the sentences in (i) and (ii) presumably have identical syntactic derivations, the difference lying in the question
of whether the clitic SE that serves as the subject of predication is spelled out overtly or not. From a production point of
view, there may be an advantage to leaving this clitic silent. But in general, the conditions under which overt SE is
preferred or required in Dutch anticausatives with the prefix ver- need to be better understood. Thus, notice the fact that
verjongen ‘rejuvenate’ shows the alternation in (i)–(ii) while verouderen ‘age, get older’ does not: *zich verouderen does
not exist (except on an agentive reading in which the agent is deliberately causing him/herself to get older, for instance
by applying make-up or grey hair spray). The fact that verouderen is morphologically based on the comparative of the
adjective oud ‘old’ (viz., ouder) whereas verjongen is based on the positive (*verjongeren) may be a factor in this, but
cannot be the whole story: on the one hand, comparative-based (zich)verergeren ‘worsen’, (zich) verslechteren ‘worsen’,
and (zich) vermeerderen ‘increase’ do allow overt SE; on the other, positive-based (*zich) vergrijzen ‘turn grey(er)’ does
not allow overt SE.
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(66) a. did he get arrested (by the police)? cf. *did he be arrested (by the police)?
b. *got he arrested (by the police)? was he arrested (by the police)?

This suggests that get has a thematic function in the get passive. Two things confirm this independ-
ently. The first is that it is strictly impossible to use an expletive as the subject of a get passive, in
stark contrast to the be passive:29

(67) *there got someone arrested cf. there was someone arrested

Secondly, in the get passive, unlike the be passive, an adverbial modifier such as deliberately or on
purpose (standardly called an agent-oriented adverbial) can be construed with the surface subject
(Lakoff 1971, Lasnik & Fiengo 1974, endorsed more recently by Huang 2013:99–100, Bruening &
Tran 2015:142), as shown in (68), and does not support construal with the implicit agent (Fox &
Grodzinsky 1998:327), as (69) illustrates. Relatedly, Fox & Grodzinsky (1998) point out that
rationale clauses, which are known to be licensed by the implicit agent of be passives, cannot be so
licensed in get passives — though they can be linked to the surface subject. We see this in (70).

(68) he got arrested by the cops deliberately cf. he was arrested by the cops deliberately
6 he arranged for his own arrest 6/  he arranged for his own arrest

(69) *the book got torn on purpose the book was torn on purpose
(70) a. *the ship got sunk to collect the insurance it was sunk to collect the insurance

b. the pedestrian got hit to collect the insurance *he was hit to collect the insurance

This is consonant with the hypotheses (a) that the understood agent of the participial verb is not
syntactically projected in get passives, and (b) that get, unlike be, has a thematic function to play,
and hence that the surface subject of a get passive is not an internal argument raised to subject but
instead the external argument of the clause, which, when animate and volitional, is a suitable target
for deliberately-type adverbials.30

29 Huang (2013:99, fn. 2) credits this observation to Jeremy Hartman (p.c.); Wood & Sigurðsson (2014:500, fn.
8) attribute it to Ian Roberts (p.c.). The true source likely goes back much farther.

30 The fact that (at least some) idiom chunks are legitimate as surface subjects of get passives (see (i); cf. also
Huang 2013:98–99) is not incompatible with the text hypothesis. We know that tough-movement constructions welcome
(at least some) idiom chunks, too. On independent grounds (esp. the fact that the surface subject of the tough adjective
does not have to meet the selectional restrictions imposed by the verb of the infinitival clause: see (iii)) we know that
tough movement does not involve raising to subject but base-generation of the matrix subject in the matrix clause, where
it serves as the subject of predication for the complex predicate formed by the tough adjective and the infinitival clause.
For get passives, an analysis along very much the same lines emerges from the text. In such complex predicate formation
constructions, (some) idiom chunks are ostensibly (somewhat) welcome to serve as subjects of predication.

(i) a. the hatchet finally got buried today after many years of fighting
b. ?significant headway got made on this problem last year
c. ?the wool got pulled over his eyes

(ii) a. the hatchet is hard to bury after so many years of fighting
b. ?significant headway is tough to make on this problem
c. ?the wool is easy to pull over his eyes
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With respect to both expletive distribution and modification of the surface subject by
deliberately, the English get passive behaves strikingly on a par with the French se faire passive, for
which we had already pointed out the facts in (32) and (34), repeated below in (71):

(71) a. *il s’ est fait dormir dans ce lit (French)

it SE is made sleep in this bed
b. Paul s’ est fait délibérément arrêter par la police

Paul SE is made deliberately arrest by the police
‘Paul deliberately got (himself) arrested by the police’
6 he arranged for his own arrest

This strongly suggests that the syntax of get passives should be very similar to that of se faire
passives. The fact that English get passives and French se faire passives have the same acquisitional
advantage in comparison to auxiliary passives undergirds this further.31 Structurally assimilating the
two constructions entails that in get passives, the surface subject originates in the matrix clause and
serves as the subject of the complex predicate formed between get and its complement,32 the latter
an inverse predication structure whose subject is a SE clitic coindexed with an empty object in the
main verb’s VP. The unavailability of modification of the implicit agent by a deliberately-type
adverbial or of a rationale clause linked to the implicit agent (recall (69) and (70)) falls out from this
analysis: the subject of predication for the main verb’s VP is SE, a non-referential reflexive clitic
coindexed with the theme — not an implicit agent that can serve as the target of deliberately.

A full identification of the syntaxes of get passives and se faire passives will need to face two
differences between the two constructions. One is the form of the main verb: an infinitive in se faire
constructions but a passive participle in get passives. The reader may recall that in se voir passives,
the lower verb is either an infinitive (as in (40a)) or a participle (as in (40b)). It seems to us plausible
to assume that the form of the main verb is a matter of selectional restrictions imposed by the matrix
verb: whereas faire can only combine with infinitives, voir welcomes both infinitives and participles,
and get is compatible with participles but not with bare infinitives. But there may be a deeper story
to tell. We do not know what lies beneath this at this time.

A second difference between get passives and se faire passives is that the latter clearly feature
an overt SE clitic while the former do not. One might be tempted to point here to the existence,
alongside (64a), of the construction in (64b), he got himself arrested (by the police), and to suggest
that himself in the latter is the incarnation of SE. But it seems to us that this would be ill-advised: not
only is himself not a clitic but also, and more importantly, (64b) is very clearly not synonymous to
and syntactically coextensive with (64a). Note, for instance, that (64b) only allows animate subjects:
the book got (*itself) read or the seedling got (*itself) planted can succeed only without the reflexive.
It seems to us clear that (64b) should not be considered a surface variant of (64a), and that only (64a)
has a syntax that is parallel to that of the CAUS+SE passives discussed previously in this paper. In the

31 Also in line with an analysis of get passives that assimilates it to se faire+infinitive passives is the fact, noted
previously in fn. 13, that in the Swedish equivalent of the get passive the main verb is adorned with the suffix -s.

32 We take this to also be the intent of Bruening & Tran’s (2015) statement that get in get passives takes a nominal
argument but instead of assigning it a è-role, it has its complement predicated of this argument. Biggs & Embick’s (2019)
recent discussion of get passives seems compatible with the text conclusion as well (though this is not entirely clear).
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English get passive, the reflexive clitic that surfaces overtly in other languages is systematically
silent — plausibly for exactly the same reason that English middles do not feature a reflexive
element (this book reads (*itself) easily; focally stressed itself in (49) is the exception that proves
the rule): English has no reflexive clitic.

The get+reflexive construction in (64b) has a syntax different from that of (64a) and the se
faire passive. The matrix subject is the external argument of ‘just’ the matrix verb, get, and must as
a result be interpretable as the causer and/or bene/maleficiary of the event or state of affairs denoted
by the complement of get. Inanimates are not normally interpretable this way: volition and good or
bad fortune get attributed to animates. The verb get in (64b) (repeated below as (72a)) is an
‘ordinary’ external è-role assigning verb. It takes a canonical small clause as its complement, just
as it does in (70b). The difference between (72a) and (72b) is that the subject of the small clause in
the former is coreferent with the matrix subject, and hence a reflexive, whereas in (72b) it is not.

(72) a. hei got himselfi arrested (by the police)
b. hei got himk/*i arrested (by the police)

The small clause in the complement of get in both (72a) and (72b) has a passive participle
as its predicate head, and therefore features the internal syntax of a passive construction. No auxiliary
is present because there is no tense to support — we see the same in with absolutes such as (73a) and
have causatives such as (73b), for instance.

(73) a. with John arrested, we won’t be able to leave the country
b. the police had John arrested

It is also possible for get to select a to-infinitive, as in (74a). When the predicate of the to-infinitive
is passivised, an auxiliary must show up because to introduces infinitival tense and this tense needs
to be expressed by a verb in the infinitive: (74b).

(74) a. he got the police to arrest him
b. he got himself to be arrested (by the police)

All of the examples in (72)–(74) are ECM constructions of the familiar sort.33 They do not
have a syntax parallel to that of CAUS+SE passives: there is no reflexive clitic in the complement of
the matrix verb; there is no complex predicate formation (‘restructuring’, ‘clause union’). But get
passives of the type in (64a) arguably do have a derivation in which they are structurally on a par
with CAUS+SE passives, differing from them only in not exhibiting an overt exponent for the
reflexive clitic serving as the subject of the reverse predication structure in the complement of the
matrix verb.34

33 Formally causative ECM constructions are known to support an experiential reading under certain circumstances
— one of them being the presence of a semantic link between the subordinate (small/infinitival) clause and the matrix
subject (Belvin 1996), as in ‘experiencer have’ sentences such as John had his baby brother die (on him). See §8.2.

34 A syntax of this sort is supported, recall, by the expletive and adverbial modification facts in (67)–(70). Whether
such a syntax is the only one that get passives of the type in (64a) can have, or whether sentences such as (64a) are
ambiguous in principle between two different syntactic derivations (as Huang 2013 argues for English get passives, and
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8.2 Japanese adversity causatives and passives

In the Altaic languages of East Asia, constructions similar to Indo-European passives, both in
meaning and in the fact that they place the undergoer of the event in the nominative subject position,
frequently feature the causative morpheme — Japanese -(s)ase and Korean -i/hi/li/ki. In our
discussion, we will focus on Japanese, which is particularly interesting because it presents a choice
between causative (-(s)ase) and ‘passive’ (-(r)are) morphology in its adversity constructions (see
Oehrle & Nishio 1981, Kuroda 1979, 1993, Miyagawa 1989, Kubo 1992, Shibatani 1994, Pylkkänen
2000 and references cited there):

(75) a. Taroo-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta (Japanese)

Taroo-NOM son-ACC die-SASE-PST

(i) ‘Taroo had/made his son die’, ‘Taroo caused his son to die’
(ii) ‘Taroo had his son die on him’, ‘Taroo’s son died on him’
b. Taroo-ga musuko-ni sin-are-ta

Taroo-NOM son-DAT die-RARE-PST

‘Taroo’s son died on him’

Not surprisingly, the sentence in (75a) supports a garden-variety causative reading, para-
phrasable as in (i). But it can also be interpreted as in (ii). The construction in (75b), which does not
involve the causative morpheme -(s)ase but -(r)are instead, is not interpretable as a causative
sentence. The reading that (75b) does have corresponds to the adversity reading of (75a). But though
(75b) and (75a.ii) are equivalent, there are two very salient interpretive differences between adversity
constructions with -(s)ase and ones with -(r)are (see Oehrle & Nishio 1981, Pylkkänen 2000):

also for Mandarin Chinese bei passives; on the latter, see section 8.3, below), is not a straightforward question to answer.
Huang considers the idiom facts presented in item (i) of fn. 30 to be indicative of the existence of an NP-raising deri-
vation alongside the complex predicate formation option; but we have already called this argument for NP-raising into
question. One might be inclined to think that the contrast between (i) and (ii), below, calls for a derivation for get
passives involving NP-raising: indirect objects can be promoted to subject via NP-raising but tough constructions forbid
them as surface subjects. However, the ungrammaticality of (ii) most likely has its roots in the fact that the derivation
of tough-movement constructions involves null operator movement, which cannot affect indirect objects. The syntax of
get passives features no null operator movement, which steers it clear of a collision with indirect objects. 

(i) the children got offered a book
(ii) *children are nice to offer a book

Note, incidentally, that the grammaticality of (i) indicates clearly that get passives are not adjectival passives
(as Biggs & Embick 2019 point out correctly). The significance of (i) is often overlooked: English get passives are
typically exemplified with examples in which a logical direct object occurs as the surface subject. In Dutch and German,
passives featuring the translation equivalent of English get (Dutch krijgen, German kriegen) ONLY allow indirect objects
as subjects (hij kreeg het boek per post toegestuurd ‘he got the book sent in the mail’), consonant with the general fact
that krijgen/kriegen has a bene/maleficiary as its subject (hij kreeg lof/straf ‘he got praise/punishment’). Put more
technically, Dutch/German ‘get’ arguably always assigns a bene/maleficiary è-role to its subject. English get is more
flexible in its distribution, which can be understood to be a consequence of the fact that, although it demands a nominal
argument (i.e., it is not a raising verb), the thematic licensing of this argument is done jointly by get and its complement.
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(76) a. the adversity causative with -(s)ase requires a possessive(-like) relation between the
subject and an argument in the VP

b. the adversity causative with -(s)ase asserts the existence of the causing event while the
adversity passive with -(r)are does not: the adversity passive but not the adversity caus-
ative is compatible with natural causes, and combines with katteni ‘by itself, on its own’

The first difference points in the direction of a parallel between Japanese adversity causatives
and English ‘experiencer have’ sentences, which, as Belvin (1996) has argued at length, are subject
to a ‘link requirement’: while the sentences in (76) are ambiguous between causative and experiential
readings when his (interpretively linked to the subject, he) is present, they become exclusively
causative when a link to the subject is missing (e.g., when his is replaced with my).

(76) a. hei had {hisi/my} house destroyed by fire
b. hei had a truck run over {hisi/my} legs

Both English (76) and Japanese (75a) are formally causative constructions. We will treat them as
such, and will give them the syntax of regular causative constructions in these languages. In the
presence of an interpretive link to the subject (facilitating an adversity/experiential reading), they do
not suddenly turn into CAUS+SE passives.

That (75a), on its adversity reading, is not a CAUS+SE passive is perhaps particularly clear
from the second difference between (75a) and (75b): the fact that the -(s)ase construction asserts the
existence of a cause or causer. That cause(r) does not have to be overt — but it can be, and when it
is, it occurs in the form of a circumstantial niyotte ‘by’ phrase (Taroo-ga sensoo-niyotte musuko-o
sin-ase-ta ‘Taroo had his son die (on him) by the war’).35 But even when there is no niyotte phrase,
the -(s)ase adversity causative always leads one to understand the adverse circumstances to have
come about as a result of something other than natural causes (Pylkkänen 2000:10, (22)). These
circumstances cannot have arisen all by themselves, and in concert with this it is impossible in the
adversity causative with -(s)ase to use the expression katteni ‘by itself, on its own’ — in marked
contrast to what we see in adversity passives with -(r)are (Pylkkänen 2000:11, (23)):

(77) a. ??Taroo-ga musuko-o katteni korob-ase-ta (Japanese)

Taroo-NOM son-ACC by.self fall-SASE-PST

b. Taroo-ga musuko-ni katteni korob-are-ta
Taroo-NOM son-DAT by.self fall-RARE-PST

‘Taroo was adversely affected by his son’s falling down all by himself’

From our discussion of CAUS+SE constructions, we will recall that when the RELATOR of the predi-
cation relation is Asp (i.e., with anticausative verbs, such as fall), the reflexive clitic can be coin-
dexed with the verbal predicate embedded under the causative verb. If Japanese adversity causatives

35 On the difference between niyotte and ni phrases in Japanese passives, see Fukuda (xxxx) ‘Two by-phrases in
Japanese passive’, and references cited there. The freer distribution of niyotte in comparison with ni is suggestive of the
former being a circumstantial adjunct. Fukuda’s argument that niyotte, unlike ni, is capable of thematically licensing its
complement (independently of the verb), cements this conclusion further.
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with -(s)ase were to have the syntax of CAUS+SE constructions, we would expect them to be readily
compatible with an ‘all by itself’ interpretation. The fact that such an interpretation is unavailable
indicates that the adversity causative of Japanese is not a CAUS+SE passive.36 The adversity passive
construction with -(r)are, on the other hand, does support this interpretation, and seems to us to be
a plausible candidate for a syntactic analysis along the lines of our derivation for CAUS+SE passives.37

Though we do not have the opportunity to pursue this in any detail here (and though nothing
crucially depends on the correctness of the suggestion made below), we would like to venture a
tentative proposal regarding the relationship between -(s)ase and -(r)are. Both -(s)ase and -(r)are
can potentially be treated as exponents of the lexical root CAUS. But while -(s)ase is the elsewhere
case, -(r)are is chosen as the exponent of CAUS specifically when SE is present in its complement,
serving as the subject of the predication structure in the complement of CAUS in the syntax of
CAUS+SE passives. The alternation between -(s)ase and -(r)are, from this point of view, is a case of
contextual allomorphy: -(s)ase and -(r)are are intimately related vocabulary items; only in the local
syntactic environment of a reflexive clitic (SE) does CAUS get spelled out as -(r)are.

(78) a. CAUS : -(s)ase
b. CAUS : -(r)are / SE

As we pointed out earlier, the syntactic relationship between the causativised VP and SE in
the syntax of CAUS+SE passives is very much like the syntactic relationship between the VP and the
applied object in what Pylkkänen (2008) calls ‘high’ applicative constructions, in which the applied
object is construed with an event rather than with another object. The clitic SE is linked to the surface
subject of the CAUS+SE passive thanks to the fact that the surface subject is the source of the ö-
features of SE. Through this, the surface subject of an adversity passive with -(r)are (the ‘affected
argument’) is akin to a ‘high’ applied object. This is by and large consonant with Pylkkänen’s (2000)
conclusion on Japanese adversity passives with -(r)are, for which she forges a link to her ‘high’
applicatives.

Many details of the syntax of adversity causatives and passives have been swept aside in this
very brief discussion of these constructions in Japanese. The sole point of our discussion of (75) in
this paper is to place these sentences in the bigger picture of constructions with a passive inter-
pretation but a causative morphological signature. (75a) is an obvious instantiation of this — though
it seems clear that it is not a representative of our CAUS+SE but instead features a syntax parallel to
that of ‘experiencer have’ constructions of the English type. (75b) is morphologically less obviously
an example of a construction with causative morphology but a passive interpretation: -(r)are is
standardly called the ‘passive morpheme’ of Japanese. But causative -(s)ase and ‘passive’ -(r)are
have closely intertwined histories and roots. We have made the tentative suggestion that -(s)ase and
-(r)are are contextual allomorphs: BOTH causative morphemes, with the former as the ‘elsewhere’
case and the latter specialised for the syntax of CAUS+SE passives.

36 In the preceding discussion we suggested an analytic connection between the adversity causative of Japanese
and English ‘experiencer have’ sentences. But from this connection as such, the fact that Japanese adversity causatives
assert the existence of a cause(r) does not follow: he had his son falling down all by himself supports an experiential
interpretation. We must leave the details on this point open, for lack of necessary insight.

37 Hoshi’s (1994) observation that -(r)are adversity passives allow idiom-chunk subjects is compatible with this.
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Whether this can be upheld on independent grounds and, if so, opens up valuable new
perspectives on the distributions of -(s)ase and -(r)are remains to be investigated. We submit (78)
and the idea that adversity passives with -(r)are are CAUS+SE constructions as avenues for future
research.

8.3 Mandarin Chinese bei passives

Mandarin Chinese has a range of constructions which are most naturally rendered in English with
the aid of a passive. The best-known and most widespread translation equivalent of English passives
is the bèi passive, illustrated in (79a), featuring a verb whose original lexical mean is ‘cover’. The
elements gìi ‘give’, jiào ‘ask’ and ràng ‘allow’ can sometimes (but certainly not always) replace bei,
in colloquial (and regional) varieties (e.g., Hashimoto 1988, Xu 1994, Wang 2017) — see (79b–d).

(79) a. Zhangsan bei Lisi da le (Mandarin Chinese)

Zhangsan BEI Lisi hit PERF

b. Zhangsan gei Lisi da le
Zhangsan GEI Lisi hit PERF

c. Zhangsan jiao Lisi da le
Zhangsan JIAO Lisi hit PERF

d. Zhangsan rang Lisi da le
Zhangsan RANG Lisi hit PERF

ALL: ‘Zhangsan was hit by Lisi’

In what are sometimes called ‘notional passives’ (Jiaou & Dou 2002), themes can occur in preverbal
position in agentless sentences in the absence of any of the elements illustrated in (79). Such ‘notion-
al passives’ alternate with explicitly marked passives: see (80) for a minimal pair (Tang 2004).

(80) a. qiqiu bei chui-po-le (Mandarin Chinese)

balloon BEI blow-break-PERF

b. qiqiu chui-po-le
balloon blow-break-PERF

BOTH: ‘the balloon was blown up to such an extent that it burst’

Tang (2004) argues explicitly that although (80b) is interpretively equivalent to a passive, it does not
have a passive syntax (with promotion of the object to structural subject). We will henceforth set
aside the ‘notional passive’, which is probably a case of object topicalisation cum subject drop.

Of the elements participating in the formation of the morphosyntactically marked passives
in (79), three are causative: gei ‘give’, jiao ‘ask’ and rang ‘allow’. Indeed, Xu (2015) calls (79b–d)
causative constructions. For the ancestor of bei (79a), causativity is less self-evident: bei goes back
to a verb meaning ‘cover, receive’; of these, the latter is certainly not causative, and the English verb
cover has causative and stative uses (he covered up the stain, water covers more than half the
planet). But independently of the lexical semantics of bei, it is clear that the bei passive of Mandarin
Chinese shares a number of important properties with CAUS+SE passives:
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(a) a biclausal syntax
(b) the base-generation of the surface subject in the matrix clause
(c) the formation of a complex predicate involving the main and matrix verbs

Nonetheless, the full range of bei passives is not derivable from an analysis exclusively along the
lines of our syntax of CAUS+SE passives. Null-operator movement must be given a role in the syntax
of bei passives, as Huang (1999, 2013) has argued cogently.38

Particularly strong indications to the effect that a null-operator dependency can be involved
in the syntax of bei passives come from examples of the type in (81) and (82) (adapted from Huang
2013:100):

(81) zhefeng xin bei wo jiao ta pai Lisi qing ta meimei jizou le
this letter BEI I ask him send Lisi request his sister mail  PERF

‘this letter I asked him to dispatch Lisi to request his sister to mail’
(82) zhege jieshi bu neng bei ta suo liaojie

this explanation not can BEI he RELPRON understand
‘this explanation could not be understood by him’

The fact that long-distance bei passives such as (81) and bei passives featuring the relative pronoun
suo like (82) are grammatical signals the role played by Â-dependencies in the syntax of bei con-
structions. An operator (null in the case of (81), and possibly also in (82), depending on the exact
treatment of suo, which we will not address) is generated within the complement of bei in these sen-
tences; its movement to the edge of the complement of bei defines a predicate in very much the same
way as the movement of a null operator in the complement of the tough adjective creates a predicate
in tough-movement constructions. In conjunction with the matrix lexical head (bei in the Mandarin
examples, and the tough adjective in TM-constructions), this predicate forms a complex that is predi-
cated of the matrix subject, which is base-generated in the higher clause, not moved out of the com-
plement of bei or tough.39

(83) [SUBJECTi [bei/tough [XP Opi ... ti]]]

Huang (2013:101) points out that idiom chunks are grammatical as subjects of bei passives
in Chinese (as they are in -(r)are adversity passives (recall fn. 37) and, at least for some cases and
for some speakers, in English get passives (§8.1)):

38 The argument that Mandarin Chinese bei passives resemble tough-movement constructions apparently dates
back at least to Feng (1995), a paper that we have not been able to access.

39 It is perhaps somewhat ironic that (81) is exploited by Huang as an argument for an analysis of bei passives
assimilating them to tough-movement constructions when the latter are quite resistant to long-distance dependencies:
(?)?he is tough to imagine that she would kiss is already less than perfect; and the TM equivalent of (81) is entirely im-
possible (*this letter is tough to ask him to dispatch Lisi to request his sister to mail). The degradation incurred by long-
distance dependencies in tough-movement constructions remains poorly understood. Ceteris paribus, all instances of
Â-movement should in principle be able to occur long-distance. So (81) is indeed the expected case if Â-movement is
involved.
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(84) niu dou bei (ta yi-ge ren) chui guang le (Mandarin Chinese)

cow all BEI he one-CL person blow finished PERF

literal: ‘all the cows got blown away clean (by him single-handedly)’
idiomatic: ‘all the bluffing was done (by him single-handedly)’

Huang takes this to be an indication that for a subset of bei passives there must be a derivation
involving NP-raising as well. In support of this he brings up the fact that in long-distance bei
passives or bei passives with the relative pronoun suo, idiomatic interpretations are not available.

This line of reasoning would, if grafted onto English tough-movement constructions, lead
to the conclusion that these, too, support a derivation involving NP-raising. For in English TM, just
as for Mandarin bei passives, idiomatic readings are harder to obtain in long-distance contexts than
in local ones: (85b) (somewhat degraded because long-distance dependencies are generally poor in
TM constructions; fn. 39) does not support an idiomatic reading while (85a) does.

(85) a. the hatchet is hard to bury after so many years of fighting
6 Tidiomatic reading for bury + the hatchet (‘cease hostilities’)

b. ?the hatchet is hard to attempt/begin to bury so after many years of fighting
6 *idiomatic reading for bury + the hatchet (‘cease hostilities’)

But although many attempts have been made over several decades to devise an analysis of tough-
movement constructions involving NP-raising, we dismiss all such examples on the simple basis that
there is nothing to trigger NP-movement in these constructions.40 We take it to be incontrovertible
that tough constructions always involve base-generation of the subject of the tough adjective in the
matrix clause. The fact that (85a) supports an idiomatic interpretation provides no solid argument
for an NP-raising analysis for (a subset of) TM constructions. The complex predicate formation
involved in the syntax of tough-movement constructions, just like the complex predicate formation
involved in the syntax of CAUS+SE passives, is tolerant of idiomatisation. That long-distance
dependencies diminish or eliminate the availability of an idiomatic interpretation may indicate that
null-operator movement is (necessarily) involved only in the syntax of long-distance TM/bei

40 Single-chain analyses of TM in terms of NP-raising, such as Brody (1993), according to which the subject of
the tough adjective starts out in the infinitival clause and raises into the matrix clause, face this problem particularly
directly. But Hicks’s (2009) ingenious analysis is not immune to it either. For Hicks, there is null-operator movement
going on in the derivation of TM constructions; but the subject of the tough adjective nonetheless starts out life in the
subordinate clause, as a subpart of the DP projected by the null operator. Not only does subextraction of John out of [DP

D [NP N=Op [DP John]]] lack an obvious trigger (Hicks 2009:547 says that ‘there is no morphologically overt functional
element within the complex null operator’ that could license John inside it; but he does not say why there couldn’t be
such a functional element), such movement also traverses a phase boundary if DP is a phase (though Hicks denies that
DP is phasal). Empirically, there is little to recommend Hicks’s approach to TM. In his section on empirical predictions,
Hicks looks exclusively at connectivity effects, analysed in terms of reconstruction; but (a) it is well known that in
copular sentences (which TM constructions are specimens of) connectivity effects arise which cannot be dealt with via
reconstruction (e.g., his car is every man’s pride and joy), and (b) Wilder (1991) observes pointedly that TM construc-
tions actually fail a very significant hallmark of reconstruction, viz., selectional restrictions: while it is hard to believe
(*for) him to be top of the class is grammatical only without for, which indicates that believe cannot select an infinitival
CP with the complementiser for, the corresponding TM construction features precisely a for-to infinitive: for him to be
top of the class is hard to believe.
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constructions: the complex predicate in local TM/bei constructions could be formed without the
creation of an Â-movement dependency (as in CAUS+SE passives).41

So we dismiss Huang’s (2013) suggestion that (short-distance) bei constructions are ambigu-
ous between NP-raising and null-operator movement derivations. It seems to us that the idiom facts
are no basis on which to introduce a syntax involving NP-raising alongside one involving complex
predicate formation. The latter fits the entire bill.

The fact that Mandarin Chinese bei constructions of the type in (81) and (82) must involve
a null-operator dependency (as in (83)) causes these examples to be different in one important
respect from the CAUS+SE passives discussed earlier in this paper, which do not feature a Â-
movement. More generally, there is also no indication that the Mandarin bei construction involves
a reflexive clitic (SE). We agree with Labelle (2002) that these are important distinctions between
bei passives and se faire passives, and that a complete structural assimilation of the two is not
feasible. However, we would like to emphasise in the same breath that there are fundamental
parallels between Mandarin bei passives and CAUS+SE passives as well. We already mentioned these
parallels in the opening paragraph of this section, and by way of a conclusion we repeat them here:
the bei passive and the CAUS+SE passive share (a) a biclausal syntax, (b) the base-generation of the
surface subject in the matrix clause, and (c) the formation of a complex predicate involving the main
and matrix verbs. In all three respects, these passive-like constructions are robustly different from
auxiliation passives.

8.4 Summary

Overseeing the territory of what have been called ‘non-canonical passives’ (see Alexiadou et al.
2013 for the term and a wider range of cases) we come to the conclusion that these are different from
‘canonical passives’ (or auxiliation passives, as we have called them) in consistently featuring no
NP-raising dependency between the surface subject and a trace locally construed with the main verb.

Several ‘non-canonical passives’ are united by the fact that a complex predicate is formed
including the matrix verb and the main predicate. We see this in all CAUS+SE constructions and also
in English get passives, Japanese -(r)are passives, and Mandarin Chinese bei passives. Differences
may arise with regard to the syntax of the lower portion of the complex predicate: in bei passives
involving long-distance dependencies within the complement of bei (such as (81) and (82)), null-
operator movement must be involved, which assimilates these syntactically to tough-movement
constructions. But for simpler, local cases, the formation of a complex predicate involving the matrix
and embedded verbs generally requires no Â-movement.

Finally, for one particular type of ‘non-canonical passives’ (viz., the Japanese adversity
causative with -(s)ase), an assimilation to English ‘experiencer have’ constructions is plausible —
an analysis which postulates an interpretive link but no movement or predicational dependency
between the matrix subject and an element within the complement of the matrix verb (-(s)ase or
have).

41 Although the availability of parasitic gap licensing within the infinitival clause of local TM constructions (this
book is tough to understand even after reading several times) suggests that a null-operator dependency can be estab-
lished in such cases, it is imaginable that it does not have to be performed there. For long-distance cases, the need for
null-operator movement is undeniable.
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9 A note on (non)productivity

The French se faire passive has firmly established itself in the language as a highly versatile and
productive non-canonical passivisation strategy. Its Hungarian counterpart featuring -(t)At-ik, by
contrast, enjoyed popularity in the historical records but is no longer productive today, as we pointed
out already in section 1. The two constructions are built from the same raw materials: a causative
morpheme (faire, -(t)At) and a reflexive morpheme (se, -ik). How come the two constructions are
so different in their productivity today, and what caused the demise of the Hungarian -(t)At-ik
passive? We will reflect on these questions in this final section of our paper.

9.1 Hungarian

While in Old Hungarian the -(t)At-ik passive was very productive, in Modern Hungarian it is clearly
not so. Existing examples in the contemporary language can be divided into three types.

First, there are some ‘frozen’ forms (with corresponding active variants) which are not
recognised by speakers as multi-morphemic any more.42

(86) a. a nõ két fiú-t szül-t (‘frozen’ Hungarian)

the woman two boy-ACC give.birth-PST.3SG

‘the woman gave birth to two boys (lit. birthed two boys)’
b. minden héten két fiú szül-et-ik

every week.on two boy give.birth-CAUS-IK

‘every week, two boys are born’

Secondly (and perhaps relatedly), there are passive forms which are used in religious texts
such as prayers and certain passages of the Bible:43

(87) a. aki fogan-tat-ott Szentlélektõl (biblical Hungarian)

who conceive-CAUS-PST.3SG Holy.Spirit.from
‘who was conceived by the Holy Sprit’ (Apostles’ Creed)

b. szentel-tes-s-ék meg a te neved
consecrate-CAUS-SBJV-3SG PRT the you name.POSS.2SG

‘hallowed be your name’ (The Lord’s Prayer)
c. nekem ad-at-ott minden hatalom mennyen és földön

to.me give-CAUS-PST every power heaven.on and earth.on
‘all power is given unto me in heaven and in earth’ (Matthew 28.18)

42 Note that English be born, Dutch geboren worden ‘be born’ and German geboren werden ‘be born’ are also
frozen forms, not synchronically relatable to active bear (cf. born~borne), baren and gebären, all of which are archaic
in the sense of ‘give birth to offspring’.

43 (87c) is found even in more recent translations such as Káldi Neovulgata (1997) and the Magyar Bibliatársulat
Újfordítású Bibliája (2014).

Here and in the examples that follow, the reader should bear in mind that -ik shows up only in present-tense verb
forms with a third person singular subject: elsewhere, -ik’s silent allomorph is used.
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Religious texts are known to be more conservative in their language than the spoken language; thus
these forms may be comparable to the ‘frozen’ form születik ‘be born’ in (86).

Thirdly, there are spontaneously produced examples in written texts (with a more formal
style). We quote here from four utterances made in the context of the recent protests to the
Hungarian government’s decision to devolve the network of research institutes from the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences to a newly formed research network (88a–d),44 and from a non-formal
linguistics article whose topic, as it happens, is ik-verbs (88e).

(88) a. az ITM és az MTA között megköt-tet-ett (formal written Hungarian)

the ITM and the MTA between tie-CAUS-PST.3SG

‘[an agreement] between the ITM (the Hungarian Ministry of Innovation and Technol-
ogy) and the MTA (the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) has been reached’
(Szilágyi Emese, ADF letter to the members of the HAS presidency, 21 March 2019)

b. ez nekem megad-at-ott még a múlt rendszerben is
this to.me give-CAUS-PST.3SG even the past regime.in too
‘I have been given [the pleasure of this] even in the previous regime’
(István Kenesei’s speech at the MTA Élõlánc demonstration, 12 February 2019)

c. a kutatóhálózat sorsa megpecsétel-tet-ett
the research.network fate.POSS seal-CAUS-PST.3SG

‘the fate of the research network is sealed’
(István Kenesei’s speech at the MTA Élõlánc demonstration, 12 February 2019)

d. ADF-es kapcsolattartók keres-tet-nek
ADF-ATTR liaisons search-CAUS-3PL

‘ADF (Forum of Academy Personnel) liaisons are being searched for’
(subject line of E-mail sent by Beáta Gyuris, 1 March 2019, 9:56 am)

e. ezek ma már […] nem használ-tat-nak
these today already  not use-CAUS-3PL

‘today these are not used any more’
(Zoltán Lévai, 2004, ‘Az „ikes” igékrõl’ (‘About ik-verbs’); Édes Anyanyelvünk 29/5: 4)

The utterances in (88), while clearly instantiating the productive use of -(t)At-ik, are sporadic cases.
Most attempts at rendering a natural English passive with the aid of a -(t)At-ik form in Hungarian
are completely unthinkable:

(89) a. #János kirúg-at-ott a munkahelyérõl (imaginary Hungarian)

János fire-CAUS.PST.3SG the workplace.POSS.from
‘János has been laid off from work’

b. #Amerika késõn fedez-tet-ett fel
America late discover-CAUS-PST.3SG up
‘America was discovered late (in history)’

44 Three of these (viz., (88b–d)) were penned by theoretical linguists — without any conscious intent to repopu-
larise the use of -(t)At-ik.
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The question regarding the almost complete loss of the -(t)At-ik passive is pressing because
we have analysed this form as a combination of the causative morpheme -(t)At and the marker -ik,
and individually both morphemes have retained full productivity. This is shown for the causative
morpheme in (90a) (forming a minimal pair with (89a)), and for the -ik morpheme in (90b).

(90) a. egy ellensége kirúg-at-ta a munkahelyérõl (Hungarian)

an enemy.POSS fire-CAUS-PST.3SG.DEF.OBJ the workplace.POSS.from
‘An enemy of his had him fired from his workplace’

b. es-ik, hull-ik, tör-ik, vál-ik, ...
fall-IK fall-IK break-IK separate-IK

The mechanism that we have proposed for building CAUS+SE passives is completely general, so we
would expect that to the same extent that both causative -(t)At and -ik are available in present-day
Hungarian, it should remain possible to combine them into a structure of the type in (22), above.
Why, then, is this not the case? We will present three mutually reinforcing perspectives on this
question.

9.2 The vicissitudes of reflexive -ik

Of the two component parts of the -(t)At-ik complex, the distribution and syntax of the causative
suffix -(t)At appears to have remained stable across the 800-year written history of Hungarian. So
the loss of CAUS+SE cannot be pinned down on changes in the feature content of the causative suffix.
But one likely contributor to the fact that the combination of -(t)At and -ik into a productive non-
canonical passive fails in contemporary Hungarian is that the status of -ik has changed over time. To
the naïve speaker’s ear, -ik in the contemporary language does not transparently function as a
reflexive clitic (SE) any longer.45

As described in Horger (1931), originally only (-(t)At-ik) passive and unaccusative/reflexive
verbs were marked with -ik, while all transitive and unergative verbs were -ik-less. Already in Old
Hungarian, however, -ik started to appear on some transitive verbs when they were used intrans-
itively (such as esz-ik ‘eat’, though others remained ik-less in both their transitive and intransitive
use). At this point all -ik verbs had in common that they had no (surface) object. Soon this property
became unstable, however: on the one hand, transitive uses could combine with -ik; on the other, not
all intransitive uses were marked with -ik. At this stage -ik no longer marked a systematic
grammatical distinction. -ik has been extended to a number of unergative verbs, too — for instance,
those in (91). A subgeneralisation in this connection is that -ik systematically occurs on denominal
verbs derived by -z, as in (91b) (see Den Dikken 2019). 

(91) a. úsz-ik, mász-ik, ugr-ik (Hungarian)

swim-IK crawl-IK jump-IK

b. labdá-z-ik, net-ez-ik, lézer-ez-ik
ball-VRB-IK net-VRB-IK laser-VRB-IK

45 In the linguist’s mind and analyses, -ik may still be represented as SE in all of its uses, as the first author of this
paper has done (Den Dikken 2019). But to the naïve user of present-day Hungarian, the status of -ik as a reflexive clitic
is not apparent.
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So although -ik indubitably started out life as SE, over time it steadily gained ground in a wider and
wider range of contexts, some of which are difficult to construe as SE contexts. According to
conventional wisdom (not subscribed to in Den Dikken 2019, but standard pretty much everywhere
else), -ik in present-day Hungarian is not a SE clitic but a 3SG subject agreement suffix (which
appears on some verbs only, and alternates with a 3SG zero marking via contextual allomorphy; see
Halm, to appear, and the references cited therein). If this widely accepted view is true of contem-
porary -ik, then -ik underwent a reanalysis from a SE clitic into a 3SG agreement suffix over time.
This would then explain why it cannot be used in the CAUS+SE passive any longer.

9.3 Pro-dropped actives as an alternative to the passive

The demise of the productive -(t)At-ik passive was probably made possible in part by the fact that
there is another grammatical strategy that can be used to background the agent when its identity is
not important or not known: pro-drop of a generic 3PL pronoun, as in (92), which can readily receive
an impersonal, passive-like reading.

(92) javítják az utat (Hungarian)

repair.3PL the road.ACC

‘the road is being repaired’ (lit. ‘they are repairing the road’)

Thus the loss of the productive -(t)At-ik passive did not mean that subject backgrounding became
impossible.

9.4 No boost from promotion of datives

A third factor that we believe plays a role in the downfall of the Hungarian -(t)At-ik passive relates
to an observation we made about French se faire passives in section 4.4. Recall that French se faire
can promote a dative object to subject. The examples in (93) (with (93b) repeating (24a), above)
serve as a reminder.

(93) a. on lui a offert un livre (French)

one himDAT has offered a book
‘they offered him a book’

b. il s’ est fait offrir un livre
he SE is made offer a book
‘he was offered a book’

In the literature on French, the fact that se faire passives facilitate the promotion of dative objects
to subject is often considered to be the raison d’être for the emergence of the construction, filling
a major gap in the distribution of the auxiliation passive, which resists promotion of datives (*Jean
a été offert un livre). If this is on target, it will be important to note that in contrast to the French se
faire passive, the Hungarian -(t)At-ik passive has never been able to promote a dative object: the
historical and synchronic records show that only accusative arguments have ever been promotable
with -(t)At-ik.
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We have checked for dative promotion on the morphologically analysed part of the Old
Hungarian Corpus (Simon & Sass 2012), which includes the Jókai Codex, the Munich Codex, the
New Testament from the Jordánszky Codex, the Guary Codex, the Festetics Codex and Könyvecse
— altogether 243,093 tokens without punctuation. A search performed on 27 March 2019 yielded
1,766 -(t)At-ik passives. There are at least 29 different verbs in this set for which it is the case that
they have both a theme and a goal/beneficiary argument. In the -(t)At-ik form, the theme argument
is promoted to subject.

There are only two verbs which appear to involve goal or beneficiary promotion. The first
one turns out to involve theme promotion upon closer inspection:46

(94) miként embernek fia nem jött szolgál-tat-ni (historical Hungarian)

as man.DAT son.POSS not come serve-CAUS-INF

‘the Son of man has not come to be served’
[Munich Codex 26rb, Matthew 20:28]

Here it may appear to be the case that the base frame is X szolgál Y-DAT (‘X serves to Y’), and that
(94) involves promotion of the dative to subject. However, the same verb can also appear in the X
szolgál Y-ACC (‘X serves Y’) frame (e.g., szolgáljátok õtet minden vigassággal, Vienna Codex 1/85,
Esth. 16:22), so this example is derivable from the latter frame with theme promotion.

The only real counterexample involves the verb evangelizál, which only appears in the X
evangelizál Y-t Z-nak frame (‘X evangelises Y-ACC Z-DAT’) in the corpus. We find (95) at two
places in the same codex:

(95) szegények evangelizál-tat-nak (historical Hungarian)

poor.PL evangelise-CAUS-3PL

‘the poor have the gospel preached to them’
[Munich Codex 17 ra (Matthew 11:5) and 62 rb (Luke 7:22)]

As the -(t)At-ik passive is very widespread in the corpus but this is the only verb which appears with
goal promotion in the passive, it is fair to conclude that promotion of a dative was not a productive
function of the -(t)At-ik form.

There was, therefore, no specially useful function of the -(t)At-ik passive that was lost when
this passive fell into disuse. Nor was it possible for productive cases of dative promotion to subject
to boost or prop up the -(t)At-ik passive, and to prevent it from falling into disrepair. While the
French se faire passive has gained popularity in part because of its ability to promote datives, the fact
that -(t)At-ik never managed this gave it no leg up. Why it was apparently never possible for -(t)At-ik
to promote a dative is an interesting and important question that future research should delve into.
We do not have an answer to this question at this time. But the naked fact that there is no indication
(apart from (95), featuring a single verb, popular only in religious contexts) that the -(t)At-ik passive
was ever able to promote datives caused it to lack the special niche position that the se faire passive
has created for itself in French.

46 The historical Hungarian data in this section are quoted in their modern Hungarian transliterations, which make
them easier to read. The Munich codex is from 1466 and the Vienna Codex dates back to the mid-15th century.
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9.5 Unaccusative-based -(t)At-ik

One last thing should be mentioned as a possible factor in the demise of the productive -(t)At-ik
passive — though we are less clear at this time about the exact role that this may have played in this
context. In the Codices, there are frequent examples of -(t)At-ik based on unaccusative verbs, some
of them derived via the inchoative suffix -ul/ül, others via -kod/ked/köd (a reflexive-marking suffix),
and some featuring underived unaccusatives. Some examples are given in (96)–(98).

(96) a. a Nap megsötét-ül-tet-ik sötétül ‘darken(INCH)’
the Sun PRT.dark-INCH-CAUS-3SG

‘the Sun shall be darkened’  (Munich Codex 30ra, Matthew 24:29)
b. poklosok megtiszt-ul-tat-nak megtisztul ‘get clean(sed)’

lepers PRT.clean-INCH-CAUS-3PL

‘the lepers are cleansed’  (Munich Codex 17ra, Matthew 11:5)

(97) megkeresztel-ked-tet-vén legottan felmene megkeresztelkedik ‘take baptism’
PRT.baptise-REFL-CAUS-PTCP straight up.went
‘when he was baptised, he went up straight away’  (Munich Codex 9vb, Matthew 3:16)

(98) a. nem marad-tat-ik kõ kövön marad ‘stay’
not stay-CAUS-3SG stone stone.on
‘there shall not be left one stone upon another’  (Munich Codex 49va, Mark 13:2)

b. semmi nincsen úgy elenyész-tet-vén elenyészik ‘fade away’
nothing not.be so away.fade-CAUS-PTCP

‘there is nothing hidden’ (Jordánszky Codex 465, Mark 4:22)

It is syntactically possible to embed a reverse predication below -(t)At that features SE=-ik
as the subject and Asp as the RELATOR: we saw something of this sort in our discussion of (20),
above, for the reading in (20b):

(99) (= (21))

But this structure does not yield a passive interpretation: no Init is involved downstairs; there is an
Init-head projecting outside the matrix VP in the reading in (20b), but this Init introduces the causer.

When we look at the interpretation of the examples in (96)–(98), it becomes apparent that
passivisation here is taking place at the level of the causative verb: these are genuinely passives of
causatives; -(t)At causativises the unaccusative verb below it, and the product of this is subjected to
passivisation. For the particular case of (98a): the base verb marad ‘stay’ is causativised to marad-tat
‘make-stay’, and -ik passivises this to ‘be made to stay, be left’.
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This makes the unaccusative-based examples in (96)–(98) different from the transitive-based
examples discussed previously in this section. Take, for instance, (88e), or, for greater morphological
transparency, its singular countpart, with használ-tat-ik ‘use-CAUS-IK’: the transitive verb használ
is not first being causativised to mean ‘cause to use’ after which the product is passivised to ‘be
caused to use’. Examples of the type in (88) involve the CAUS+SE passive at the centre of this paper,
where there is no causative semantics contributed by -(t)At because there is no Init-head in the matrix
clause. Those in (96)–(98), on the other hand, are genuinely causative: -(t)At renders the unaccusa-
tive base verb causative, with an InitP in the matrix clause, which is subsequently passivised.

A possible outlook on (96)–(98) is that Old Hungarian -ik managed by itself to passivise the
output of causativisation because, besides functioning as a reflexive clitic (SE), -ik could also be a
verbal suffix, playing a role similar to the one played by the -s of Scandinavian ‘s-passives’. We do
not have a clear perspective on this at this time. But what seems clear is that the examples in (96)–
(98) introduce a further complication into the empirical picture for -(t)At-ik in Old Hungarian: in
some cases -ik is structurally lower than -(t)At and functions as the SE clitic of the CAUS+SE passive;
in others, -ik looks more like a verbal suffix attached high, in the matrix clause, whose verbal head
is a genuinely causative -(t)At. This picture may easily have led to confusion in later generations
about the syntactic functions of the component parts of -(t)At-ik forms.

This potential unclarity about the relative structural height of the component parts of the
-(t)At-ik complex may add to the factors discussed in sections 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4, which, taken together
as a package, are responsible for the fact that the -(t)At-ik passive ended up more and more on less
than solid ground. But CAUS+SE (medio)passives are alive and well elsewhere in the linguistic world.
It has been our aim to shed some comparative light on this construction, sometimes referred to as
a non-canonical passive, and to show that its syntax falls out naturally from its component parts —
all of them canonical in nature.
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